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I JOHN BROWN AMONG &E;) QUAKERS. I ' 1  1s - 1 ~  for another artide on John IBrom? It  would seem to be more than 
&tM. Hi8 life has been written three 
b e s  : .by Redpath, by Webb, and by Sas- 
a ; by Sianborn in a way most thorough 
painstalring. Mamy papers about him 
his exploits have appeared in the mags- 
; two at least in the atst.rrry, and several 
NmtR A h a r  R&, the Amber 
- - 
t the whole of Brown's story has not yet 
from mXp b Aqip& I$$?, to April 
,1454 ond fmoh Ptbmq xotb to .boa$ 
I I 
4 
I - 
a; not less than seven in the At&& 
&ly, the first in 1865 and the laat in 
W, and f i f b ~ # ' s .  His career in Kan- 
has been minutely traced ; his foray in Vir- 
i s  has been d d b e d  by his son and by 
sons who were his prisoners at Harper's 
a told, not even by Mr. Sanbom. A part 
Gaa8 that azi SaF&rmting putS replains3 ta 
rald This is tbe pert supplied by the 
dents of rha djomn #of John h w n  ia 
County, rind afterwards, and mom 
at Springdale in cedar County. 
Ifione take the cars on the western baa 
the Mississippi River at Davenport in 
and mvel on the Chicago, Rot& Is1 
and Pacific Railroad for forty miles, he 
reach the town of West Liberty in Muscat 
County. Then if he 
Burlington, Cedar Rapids and No 
Railroad for six miles, he will reach th 
of h t  Branch in Cedar Connty. 
miles due east from West Branch is 
village of Springdale. But it is with 
Branch that we first .have to do. One 
late in October, of the yoat 1856, t h e  r 
into the town of West Bran&(not then a 
h y  station) an elderly man, weary aad 
stained. He was mounted on a ma 
led a horse* He made his way to t k  
tavern in the place, over the 
which hung the sign, " The Traw 
This tavern was kept by 
Quaker by the name of Jam,gs 
dismounting the traveler 
cc Have you ever heard of Job Br- cb 
sas ?" According to the rffety, 
without replying, took from his v m -  
a piece of U k  ad, ranowing 
->'i- 
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d d  it with a large X ; he then replaced 
1 M and solemnly decorated the back of 
,mVs coat with two large X marks; lastly 
X on the back of the mule. 
in this way having been admitted to 
free list, Townsend said : " Friend, 
the animals in that stable and walk into 
; thee is surely welcome." Brown 
me from the stirring scenes of the 
tory : from the battle of Black 
in the preceding June, and 
ssawatomie and the Lawrence foray, 
that then were but a few weeks past ; 
he suggestion has been made that in 
m ' s  narrative of his Kansas adventures 
James Tomsend received a full equiv- - -_ 
the buckwheat cakes and "sorghum " ' 
&g which his hostelry was famous, and to which ! 
s occasion John Brown doubtless did am- % 
ice. Be that as it may, it is certain that, 3 
Brown's short stay in West Branch, 
was in Chicago on Oct. 25th) he heard 
)ringdale and of the strong anti-slavery 8 
Bent of its shrewd, thrifty, Quaker popu- 
m; for henceforth this village became 
r,of his places of frequent resort. 
a t i n n i n g  his journey from Chicago, 
n went to Ohio: where were his family,m- br l. then-, with a stop or two in the State  of^,. #., 
, ; ,~ .~: :~~$;  
TEk Qa 
Tabor 
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New York, to Baton, Massachusetts- H 
he met Mr. F. B. n t .  For this service Forbes was to 
from Harvard, wh one hundred dollars a month; and 
dred dollars were on April  st, 1857, 
Boston, Jan. 7th, 1857, Brown was him by Brown to bind the 
v t  of the M a s s a c h u s e t t s - ~ ~  and as an advance payment. Forbes 
cornmime to receive two hundred S n a silk merchant at Siena and had 
raes, then stored at Tabor in Iowa. with Garibddi in 1848-49; since 
rifles hird been sent West by this COD ing to America he had eked out a scant 
~tlgust, 1856, to be used for defense istence as a translator on the staff of the 
en York Trib~~nd and by giving fencing 
ons. On April 13th, Brown left for tbe: 
t reach Tabor until early 
Committee of the Three facts gave Tabor its importance in 
appointed to invest davery days : its location in a free state; 
. &e intense anti-slavery sentiment of its 
.people; and its proximity to the northern 
Faker at the delivery of one of lfne of Kansas Territory. It had been founded in 1852 by a few families from Oberlin, Ohio, 
one thousand pikes from Charles Bldr ahnost all of them Congregationalists; and 
Collinsville,- Connecticut,-the handles a ,when in I 856 access to Kansas for Northern 
six feet in length and the f w d ~  2 0  be t. Louis and the Missouri 
strong malleable iron; end last, bat ly denied by the Missou- 
means least, about Apd1 mi, ew route through ' 1owa and Nebraska 
Forbes, an Italio-Angl- &ardrman opened up by Dr. S. G. Howe 
usetts men ; and this route 
Tabor and NebrprLa City for its western 
ini- Among the parties of 'Free State 
ers that in ~ 8 5 6  came West over the new 
3 v,jj,r!F'm . y,  r 1' r 
' I  
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mmittee. They were promptly given 
charge by Todd' and, on August I 
. JOHN BROWN AMONG THE QUAKERS. I)  t I; 
~~m wrote to Mr. Sanborn at h t o n  : a I 
find the arms and ammunition voted me by 
the Massachusetts State Committee nearly all 
bere and in middling good order-some a 
little rusted. Have overhauled and cleaned 
*p the worst of them." 
On August gth, Hugh Forbes arrived. 
When engaged he had been directed to start 
. West as soon as possible, but he did not do , 
M, until he had spent all of the six hundred r 
dollars which Brown had then paid him. Now 
1 that he was on the ground with the Manual I of Tactics prepared by himself, entitled the patriotic Volunteer ,. the business of military . . , ! m i  
me boxes of Sharp's riaa. Captain ~ m m  came for 
them and I went out with him to the barn and showed him . 
nben they ~ e n * - I ; r # ~  OfRcrr. ph To&, &d May :) ,,: 
a@# 1892- , I '~ .  h 
The oomple& titIe of Forbes*~ book is : "Manual for the -:! 
patriotic Volunteer on Active Service in Regular and Irreg- ,, $ '* 
&U War, being the Art and Science of obtainingand '-'J 
maintaining Liberty and Indepemdence." The first pan of !: 
rh book is devoted to papular or kgular  war," and the .: ;( 
mnainder to " regular war.'' Thrs is marked similarity ; J 
between the methods of irregular or g u e d h  warfare recorn- 
. , 'II 
mended in Forbes' book and those practiced by john 
Brown. Indeed. it is not improbable that Brown's methods 11 5 
-pdcularIy those upon which he had decided for his pT$, 
V i  -*-were to sJme extent derived from this 
book. It is known to have been Brown's intention when he 
left Tabor for Ashtabula: Ohio. not merely to establish P 
school of instruction there but also in Can*, of 
C W. M o m  toAF. B. Sanborn quoted at page 415 of Saa- 
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instruction was at once begun. "We 
beginning to take lessons," wrote Bro 
his wife and family, on August 17th, 
have, we think, a very capable teacher." 
this time there seems to have been no 
with Brown at Tabor except his son 0 
Lessons in the Manual were given to Br 
by Forbes and both practiced target shoo 
No drilling was done by Brown in pu 
indeed, neither he nor Forbes was m 
see? They kept themselves close. B 
good opinion of Forbes, which Brown 
first conceived, did not last. He proved 
be an intractable, vain-glorious person 
willing to serve in the capacity of drill-m 
but desirous himself of becoming the head 
a movement for liberating the slaves.' 
JOHN BROWN AMONG THE QUAKERS. In :',k 
me was that on November 2d, Forbes, 
st, left Brown for the East.' The 
own's infatuation with Forbes on 
him, and even for a time after 
- 5 m e  to Tabor, is surprising. While in ' 
g. East, Brown had not taken Sanborn or 
, " *~c.a or Gerritt Smith into his confidence as 
. b his Virginia plan, but to Forbes he had 
, . glmlged all. I t  is worthy of remark in pass- ' 
wg that the k t  written intimation of this plan 
p e n  to any one by Brown was to his.wifc ,, 1 :  
.ft contained in the following sentencebf a . 
to her from Tabor, dated August 17th : i' ' 
f~Should no disturbance occur [in Kansas], 'i 
The desertion of Forbes compelled Brown 
and Mfssomi which Jhwn disappmved, and on 
mg@Wed an attack upon the border stam with a 
induce the slaves to rise, and so keep fhe invaders 
M e  to take care of t ~ ~ s e l v e s . ' ' - ~ o ~  Wig- H. 
in ficxainin& bbfwcskrator M-*S c - e C  
ph Brown Ma+. 
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instruction for himself and such foll point to be talked about". On leaving 18- 
he should succeed in gaWng about bor, Brown told Cook, Realf, and Parsons 
that his ultimate destination was Virginia. T a b .  Followers themselves were 
He therefore decided to go to Kansas, This was not welcome news to these three 
ble a number of the tried men of the K of his men, and they were with difficulty 
conflict, proceed to Ashtabula, prevailed upon to accompany him. But ac- 
there establish a military school a cornpang him they did, and after several 
men could be instructed. He also deci weeks of hard travel over the plains, the party 
reached Springdale-probably late in Decem- that his next move against s 
made somewhere in the state 
e, ak has been stated before, is a ' Lawrence, Kansas, he enlisted John E. 
who@ he had first met after the small village in2 Cedar County, Iowa. Among its first residents were John H. Painter, a Black Jack, Luke F. Parsons, who Quaker, who came in I 849 ; and Ann Cop- 
poc, a Quakeress, and Dr. H. C. Gill, who 
came in 1850. During the next few years 
many came, almost all of them Quakers ; so 
that when visited by Brown and his band in With these men he went to Tabor, w 185 7, it was a thriving Quaker sett1ernent.p 
Its one street, which in fact is but a part of 
had formerly served the public highway, is bordered on either hand 
last sf Hartmber he by modest frame houses surrounded by spac- ious yards a d  shaded by the over-hanging 
'branches of trees. Qn all sides of the village 
d undulating fields stretch away 
to the horizon. Within its homes the pleas~nt 
ark was made in1 the presence of William a. 
., of Tabor, n m  Resident of Tabor College. 
of Brook, dcrPrd A49 p 3 R ,  rap. 
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eace and which is inexpressibly 
othing and comforting. Today, twenty- ever was right, it was with extreme leniency 
that he chid him who had shed blood to 
librate the slave. 
Brown's men-Kagi, Stephens, Cook, 
Realf, Tidd, Parsons, Moffat, Leeman, Owen 
omething as to the political spirit of its good Brown, and a negro, Richard Richardson, 
ople in the so's, when to be an Abolitionist who had been picked up at Tabor, were given 
nerally was to be more or less despised. quarters in the house of Mr. William Maxon 
As has been seen, it was not Brown's origi- , which was situated about three miles north- 
east of the village. Maxon himself was not a 
Quaker, and the direct responsibility of hous- 
ing men-at-arms was thus avoided by this 
Quaker community. Brown, however, was 
, Ohio. But the panic of '57 had begun and ' received into the house of the good Quaker, 
money was scarce. He was nearly out of John H. Painter, who became one of his 
and unable to raise any. Under these staunchest dnd most confidential friends. 
The time spent in Springdale was a time of stances he decided to spend the wint 
e village, and to resume his journey ear genuine pleasure to Brown's men. They en- 
the spring. He was more than welcom joyed its quiet, as also the rural beauty of 
so were his men. To the Quakers he the village. and the gentle society of the 
people. There were long winter evenings to 
be passed in hospitable homes ; evenings 
' 
marked by discussions of slavery or by 
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which was ailorded to the villag JOHN BROWN AMONG THE QUAKERS. 25 presence among; them of men of . 
ing parts a d  individuality as were dJIDihg to have been the especial pdCgC of 
followers of John Brown. It  was not my Noel Byron, and suspected of having 
village that was favored with the soci - mixed up in foreign political trouble ; 
a John Henrie Kagi, for instance, a ~lnan ;<a of a John Ed+n Cook, also poetic, hand- 
m e i n  flowing hair, a masterly penman, lily 
' bgered perhaps, but none the less of great 
marage and the crack shot of the company. 
. 
~t was not all play for Brown's men while 
in springdale* Brown himself never for a 
Army, been sentenced by a court-m lost sight of the great end which he 
be shot for assaulting an officer who it in view. Aaron D. Stephens was ap- 
said was brutally chastising one of the drill-master, and a regulv daily 
but had escaped and was now enlisted of military study and drill insisted 
upon. Five 0 clock was the rising hour ; im- 
' mediately pfter brealdast study was begun and 
=a D. stephens was a member of C a q b y  continued until nine or ten o'clock ; books 
~est magmns, U. S. b y .  On l ~ y  25th r8sS Bt. were then laid aside and the men drilled in 
gether with three wnmdes, was sentenced to death f6s 
. the school of the soldier, on the broad sward 
&#don in what is called in his sentenae " a drunken to the east of the Maxon house. In the after- 
noon a sort of combined gymnastics and 
when the muthy occnmd. Aftemab, 0 pition which he now fills, namely, an officer of the English md~police. MY father was a blacksmith at one time. 
1855, the sentence Of death was commuted by That t d e  he learned himself. He was a p e s s a a t , ~ ~  Pieroetothreegeaw9Chatd labor*mder guard, mesns an agridtW'd laborer. I had been a pro&& of 
-Lady Noel m n -  I had disagreed with Lady Byron on 
~ ~ I a m a m t i v e o f  , acr~onat of some private matters, which it is not necessary 
~8%. IWin- Bo here, but wbih rendered me desirous' of find- 
to Cbls mmtrJr in 1854. m e  other place in which t6 dwell. Momvef my instincts 
lan& AtthetimeIlsft asre democratic and republican or at least anti-rnoWd. 
Therefore I came to America."-Rukd Redfijr Air k s l ~  
m q  6cfwe M-'s h i # c c  on the pk BY- 
, 16 JOHN BROWN AMONG THE QUAKE=. 4 
m7 
company manceuvers were practiced, the obj 
of which apparently was to inure the men 
the strain of running, jumping, vaulti 
and firing in different and difficult 
tudes,' Among other exercises was a the Paibttrs, the Led=, the Ym- 
drill which was performed with long wo Gills, that could be visited ; or 
sabra, one of which-the one used by Ow ealf had aasemted to d d m  the 
Brown-is still presemed in the Max at Pedee, and all Spdngtkle' was 
family.. Tuesday and Friday evenings 'hem him ; this In part for the p b -  
set apart for the proceedings of a mock 1 ere was in listening to aro gaod s 
lature which had been organized. On er, but mote paw of @be 
the sons of Mr. William Maxon remem lavery views to nhi& in dl probbitity 
that he served in this honorable body ald give ~ f ~ ~ '  to the lrmrrettloiesl~ 
capacity of the member from Cedar C 
The sessions were held either in the 1 
ting-room of the Maxons, or in tbe ?s perhaps not wprisiag that, ua&r 
room of the district school building, rtoaa such as them, some of the hwdy 
of Bmm's command should haw 
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seems to have been a bachelor by 
tion and from principle and who 
ried, went so far as to divulge the 
there was one maiden near Springdal 
he would marry, if he ever married 
to wpom, out of abundant cauti 
resolved, never even to speak,% 
Brown himself did not remain at Sprinf 
dale throughout the winter, but soon pushe 
on East to find and send back Forbes, t 
raise money, and to confer with Gerrii 
Smith, Sanborn, Parker and others. But be-1 
fore going 1 
with his £ri 
---- - -. What he disclosed to them of his plsrrs an1 
purposes is substantially what he afterward 
(on February 22d, I 858,) disclosed to Gerril 
Smith and F. B. Sanborn at Peterboro, 
York, namely, a scheme of invasion of Vir- 
ginia He i 
to Gill) that 
- - Harper's Ferry. a Gill, Maxon, and Painta 
house one Sunday aftenwon. He informed me that I 
wishedlohavesomepdnrtetalknritbme: wewentinto ti 
park. He then told sne his p b s  for the Mure. He ha 
not thea decide 
but intended to 
Mils neartheF 
getaeQO#Ban 
Pepanas wexe 
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Brown's chair, nfted them as if to cut a lo 
from his hair, at the same time casting an e , 
quiring glance at her mother. John ~ r o 4  
said Mrs. Lewis, "my daughter wishes a 104 
of thy hair." Well, she can have it," sa 
Brown, but I would advise her to bum i~ 
It was not burned, and is still in the posa , 
sion of the daughter-a valued keepsake. -1 
At the time John Brown's men were sta 
ing at Springdale, there were living with thc 
mother in the village, in a quaint frame hod 
yet standing, two young men of strong cha 
acter, Edwin and Barc ay , Coppoc. Ed* I 
was twenty-four years old and Barclay twent 
Barclay, being in danger from consumptio 
had found it necessary to travel, and for 
time had served with a Company of Liberato 
in Kansas. They both took much interest- 
Brown, his men and his cause, and at len@ 
enlisted under his leadership. 
On April 27th, Brown returned from tl 
East with some funds in hand and ma  
promised, and gave orders for the expeditic 
to move. He wrote to his wife : " We sta 
from here to-day, and shall write you agd 
when we stop, which will be in two or thrc 
days." The immediate destination of d 
band proved to be Chatham, Canada W 
The leave-taking between them and the 
of, Springdale was one of tears. Ties 
si& bad been knitting through many weeks 
: h e  sundered, and not only so, but the 
:;uNnl sorrow at parting was intensified by 
consciousness of all that the future w&full 
-4 b a r d  for Brown and his followers. ~ e f 6 . e  p the house abd home of Mr. Maxon * b e  they had spent so long a time, each of + .-, 
1 - .*own's band wrote his name in pencil on the 
d l  of* the parlor, where the writing still can 
.be seen by the interested traveler. The part 
Jaf the wall where the names are written is 
ptected by a door'opening against it, and to 
' .&is cause, doubtless, is chiefly due the preser- 
r 8 f  
: . pars. The old house itself, which was built 
1 of cement and gravel in 1839, is still standing, 
' is  falling into decay, yet is full of interest. 
;. I went to see it not many weeks ago accom- 
, panied by a son of Mr. William Maxon. The 
, ~ . 4  boundaries of the old drill ground near by 8 I ;, '1, / '  
, still can be made out. The old evergreen 
;, Tr 
' trees still shade the structure on all sides. The 
, (5  - path that formerly led to the front door is . . ,:it 
" grass- grown and obscured, but still can be ;: 
tnced between the two large lilac bushes that I ,  
- to-day stand on either side of it, as they did :. 
when Brown's band first approached the house. 
------" --0 --- 
the house itself: for in i t  in the  d a ~ ~  , 
0 - - - - -  - - - -  
souri.  he fire-place-by which it was m a  
comfortable in winter may still be seen. 
The men who left Springdale with Brow] 
besides those who originally had come the* 
aith him, were George B. Gill and Stewarl 
Taylor-the latter a young Canadian. Th 
Coppocs did not go with him, but were ia 
tending to join him soon. On reachini 
Chatham, Canada West, arrangements wer 
made for holding a Constitutional Convention 
Richard Realf wrote to Dr. Gill on April 30th 
"Here, [at Chatham] we intend to remair 
till we have perfected our plans, which will b 
in about ten days or two weeks, after whid 
The large West front room in which the m 
legislature, as well as informal talks of eet us in this place on Saturday, the 
band, were held, is well preserved; also 
, to adopt our Constitution,decide 
commodious kitchen where the meals rs, and bid us good-bye. Then 
served by Mrs. Macon-a woman as 
. . . . . The signals and mode of 
he old man Dohn Brom] in- 
arranged. . . . . . Remember 
room in which Owen Brown used to prac 
short-hand which he was learning from K led on the 8th of May, adopted the Con- 
and where all the band slept. The cell= on which has been so much wondered this old house is hardlv less in term tin^ th  derided, and two days later proceeded 
e officers for the government which had 
slavery, Mr. Maxon constantly was kee tablished. John Brown mas named hid small parties of fugitive nemoa from 
tfng letters to Sanbom, Dr. Howe 
odore Park& ia which he threatened 
I dl that he knew of  brown'^ plans. He 
o Senators Sumtler and Wilson, 
to get aa interviewwitb Senator 
erritt SMtb and Brown's 
u s q  fwifl~ the exception 
., W. Hig$insm nho protcstd agdmt 
8 ,  
t 
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the decision) that the scheme mast for 
~irginia, where he carefully took note 
rything ; studied the formation of the 
and ascertained the whereabouts of 
lings of prominent persons. It thus 
which city he arrived about May sad. least by this time, May 24th, a consultation was held in Bo 
ad been definitely selected between Smith, Parker, Hone, Stearns, 
o m  as the point of invasion; and that Saborn, and the conclusion reached had been so apprised Brown must immediately go to Kansas 
- 
e homesickness which beset the hearts 
little company, after their separation 
3rst, Brown called on Higginson, expre d scenes, is made 
his disappointment at the action ta ng letter from John E. 
Smith, Parker and the others, and 
intimated that, were it not for his depen 
#Upon these gentlemen for money, he DEAR SISTERS :I 
o the consummation of his Vi 
ng, Forbes or no Fo rk . ,  
..we my mind and heart are with you in your happy 
, h~me.  . . . . f wish to write to my parents, 
uld, a temporary means of livelih 
and brother, but dare not at present on 
rown himself, his indomitable 
wount  of future plans. For, should they know 
. command, Kagi, and Charles P. Ti &at I am stopping here, it would awaken suspicion 
Kansas, where they were soon ]om a to the cause of it. And then, besides, Mr. B. 
, Stephens.\. R d f  was sent to New Yor Uohn Brown] says he had rather we would not 
stop the mouth of F o r b  ; a11 came write until we leave here ; for which request he 
has good reasons. . ,. . . , Time hangs heavily 04 
chc ump, I shodd be las h G y  a& there! 
happy at present. Z did not t m d l  
IMyout6Pt~ererassornwehof sdhk 
mpntltare;tba;ttlr&reaonldbempts 
between the ddres of a s e w  heart an 
manifest duty. But so k is. We do pot U 
ourselves till we are tried in the great cruet-, 
time and circumstances. ..... 1 
I 
' Tbe pmqects of our cause 
@$; ';' knd brighter. Thmtlgh the $2, L f r t~ I f ancyX~8- lmos t s ee  
of F-;. 0 . .  
n e f t ' ~ m b c n 0 f L i b e r t y ~ f m m t h e n r  - ;  
whohave but just csn W e  the fettas s0b.q 
-a th.t bolmd tbem Wlt ae dm$%$ 
.ni~es,Ifeutbtweshdl~(ha 
battle sboclt and me tbe red 
m's  lightningC . ( rY 
q way. th Lecfmwm'm.har- 
that it has passed, for it will help us in 
I shall expect to hear of some hard 
ed you will find a few flowers that I 
my rambles about town. They are 
flowers that bloom in this region. 
with my best wishes. ..... R e d  
and sends his best 
for your welfare. W e  are all well save 
, as ever, goar aBectionate brother, 
'p, S, Please direct to me in care of E. A. Fobes, L ville, Asbtabula county, Ohio. 
q 8  , Write immediately, 
I: 
fi J. E. COOK. 
h- 
,9: As soon as Brown began to get distinct , 
Aci.rnZLtions from his friends in the East that 
BcSIs would not be forthcoming for the 
Bwediate prosecution of his Virginia scheme, 
made knowh the tad to  his band, and to 
h e  of them; who had gone to Ohio to find 
no t e  the two letters printed below. 
hb letters are not to be found in any lik 
-6f Brown, nor, I think, in any of the magazine 
utides about him whiab have appeared. 
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CHATHAM, CANADA WEST, 18th of May, 18 
~~tmneo t .B twla rgek ,~nm Wdkcthn. 
Dear Friends, All :- 
The letta of George [B. GiUJ of the 13th add until we can 
is received, by which we learn of your safe 
stlso that you do not find the best enc 
about. business. I will only 
you, think the difficulties you 
far, are suflicient to discourage a man ? I s 
not hesitate for one moment -to inquire out What Iammost a d o f  is 
good farmer's family in the country and 
them [that] I was travelliig to Pennsylv m, or to show yourselves to be someth'urg 
some other part East ; that I had got out of m 
and wanted work for a while ; that I did not 
to engage for a long time until I could s 
I could give satisfaction or not, 
should like to stay or not. I would 
few days for my board, and just what more a r 
table man would be willing to give me, on tri and do not spoil any work by 
that way I would save my board bill, 
and be making acquaintances and be 
about c ~ ~ c e s  and wages. I would no am aot here ; this is no place for you. 
of spoiling myself by working h d  on such some or all of us soon ; or you nzap 
ditions for a few days. I and three othem 
in exactly such a fix in the spring of 
the seaside and Ohio, in a time not o Your Friend. 
scarcity of money, but of the greates 
want of provisions known during the ninete 
century. It was the next year after the " 
summer," as it has ever since been called ; , To this letter the following postscript was 
would you believe it? s&e of that comp~ny ded by Richard R d f  :. 
on their legs yet. I would say I W= 
,i&ight 1W v d  the letter. alluded t~ in 
1 nmm m H @  Tm' Qf3-3. 41 g? iie,8; J bills ; and I do hope that the balance will L,.rrj , , 
p being either discouraged or out of humor. 
be weather is so wet here that no work can be 
wed. I have only received $15 as yet from 
e East; and such has been the effect of the 
~ame taken by F. [Forbes] on our eastern friends 
mt I have some fears that we shall be compelled 
delay further action for the present. They urge 
to do so; promising liberal assistance after a 
we. I am in hourly expectation of help suffi- 
went  to pay off our bills here and to take us 
$m to Cleveland to see and advise with you, which 
e shall do at once when we get the means. Sup- ** we do have to defer our direct efforts ; shlu 
reat and noble minds either indulge in useless 
kmplaints, or fold their arms in discouragement, 
sit in idleness when at least we may avoid los- 
4ng much gained? It is in times of difficulty that C tmen show what they are. It is in such times that 
-men mark themselves. gg He that endureth unto the 
Vend," the same shall get his reward. Are our 
' >difficulties sufiicient to make us give up one of the 
mblest enterprises in which men were ever 
waged%; + ;f*,6d, , ;IWrite James M. Ben 
Your Sincere Friend. w:-: 
Cook's efforts to find work, in accordance 
with Brown's advice as given above, are told 
by him in the following letter to his Iowa 
mespondents. The penmanship of this 
by the name of Hay=rd, in 
" 
except by means of a lens. 
LAWRENCE, KANSAS, June 6th, 185 
My Dear Sisters : 
for the first time: 
D [OHIO] May 1858- 
' to raise the money at the shortest no 
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The story of Brown's raid into Miss 
after his return to Kansas in 1858, is 
known. kuffice it to say, thaaon this rai 
took from their owners a dozen slaves 
whom, aided by Kagi and Stephens, a 
great perils he made good his escape 
Nebraska, and thence to Tabor in I 
Here, contrary to his expectation and c 
trary to the whole former attitude of 
people, he was not welcomed, but, at a pu 
meeting called for the purpose, severely 
rimanded as a disturber of the peace 
safety of the village. Effecting a hasty 
parture from Tabor, and taking 
the protection offered by a few friend1 
ilies on the way, he and his party of fugi 
came, on February zoth, 1859, to Grinn 
Iowa, where they were cordially received 
the Hon. J. B. Grinnell who entertai 
them in his house. Brown's next sto 
made at Springdale, which place he 
on February 25th. Here the fugitives 
tribused among the Quaker families 
safety and rest before continuing 
ney to Canada. But soon rumors 
of the coming of the United States M 
and it became necessary to secure f 
negroes railroad transportation to C,. 
Kagi and Stephens, disguised as spodQm 
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8 
william Penn Clark, an influential anti- 
' 
*very citizen of that place, and by his efforts, 
I , rnpp1emented by those of Hon. J. B. Grinnell, ,* 'a freight car wasgot and held in readiness at west Liberty. The negroes were then brought down from springdale (distant but six miles) and, after 
wnding a night in a grist mill near the rail- 
station, were ready to embark. It is an 
interesting scene that was beheld by the 
people of West Liberty this March day of 
. 1859 on which John Brown was loading his 
csr with dusky passengers for Canada and 
Freedom. Huddled together in a little group 
1: . near the track, stand the negroes, patient, 
wondering. Near them, leaning on their 
Sharp's rifles, heavy revolvers in their belts, 
on the alert, stand Kagi and Stephens. In a 
few minutes the freight cqt which has been 
got with so much trouble, 5nd by not a little 
prevarication as to the use to which it is to be 
- pat, is pushed by a crowd of men down the 
side-track to a point convenient for the load- ' 
tag. Brown mounts into it and shakes the 
door and lays hold of the sides that he may 
judge of its capacity for resistance in case of 
; . attack. Clean straw is then brought to him 
:, . which he spreads over the floor. After this, 
t- . 
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the negro babes snd s 
 arcl lay Coppoc at Springwe, . 1 1 ,  8 I 
him at Chambers- / : 
I ' I  he tenderly deposits them among the required no mmld 
The negroes are next helped i uly a sth, Barclay said to his 
I '  / 
is The passenger train on the going to start for Ohio 1 I 
, b 
totoday.- u Ohio 1" said the mother, " 1 be- 
For a moment there is suspense. Bve me going with old Brown. When 
States kkshal on board ? No your necks will you 
train draws out from the station, stops, 
d o n  on the side-track a& is coupled re of Edwin and B~claY 
car. Kagi and Stephens get int appoc, almost nothing concerning the move- 
- the Pasenger coaches, and John Br of John Brown came to the of 
leadng Iowa for the last time. 
. w b d y  in Springdale till October 17th or 
Ev*nts rapidly took pl-. On =& a Then a &rill of terror shot through 
"i~~gos Brown and his party were u e n  the A telegraphic despatJl in 
friendly charge by Allan Pinkerton, ,me newspaper stated that a crmy old man 
f-om detective, and started for Det and some twenty followers had seized the 
On March loth, they were in Detroit united States Arsenal at Harper's Fertp, Vir- ; 
prmically at their journey's end. g i n i ~  and were holding their assailants, Vir- ' :; 
there Brom rent to Peterboro, NW a V a b  and United States Marines, at 
- dYY on o d o k  loth, C. W. Moffat, who :' 
again spoke in the town hall, makin by this time had returned to Springdale and 'Q 
impression on Henry D. Thoreau ; * there making ready to join Brom, re- : '  
Boston, where he arrived on =ived the following letter from Kagi, written 1 
left Boston, on June 3d, for Ohio, and, night before the foray : 
June 30th at Chambersborg, pennsylva ,,:I We hear that a W-t has ban issued to 
On July 3d, he a d  his two so-, Onen 
. n ~ c h  house here cthe house on the K m e d ~  Oliver9 Were at Harperss where e h v e  got to make the strike eight 
met Cook* On July rgth, &(P- wK, thaa the date fixed in our previous 
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those thus enlisted were some who, as rion for Bar* Coppo~ pa made , 
*ernor Kirkmod, and being in due 
afforded the unusual spectad'e of t mpanied by copies of two in- 
juxtaposition of a musket and a 
On the 23d of January, 1864 one . The necessary papers were put 
the hands of the sheriff of Cedar County as agent of the state of Virginia, ap 
served ; but that functionary skillfully Des Moines, I,owa, and served upon Gov 
that he was not to be found within the 
now thought best for Coppoc to go 
a and remain there until the public 
odd quiet down. To do this he re- 
t thither, still accompanied by Marron, 
ere, at the little town of Dorset, the six 
tayed for three weeks, always heavily 
md never sepaxpted. They were at this 
March 16, I 860, the day on which 
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Barday Coppoc enlisted in the Union State Journal, edited by Messrs. Bailhache & Baker. . 
a d  killed in a railroad wreck at a 
how of his extremity, forgot Springdale 
&e friends there made. John E. Cook 
h r  1 5 9  1859 : "We struck a blow for the 
dam of the slave. We failed, and those 
; , the scaffold. Accept my love, my ~ o d -  
and my last farewell." A fortnight 
D- Stephens had written as foilo 
RiC-n, a colored man whom I met with Brown at 
~ a r ,  composed our company. We remained at spring+ ;;' ,F - 
dale from the month-whether it be, I cannot now remem- 
ber, the latter part of December, 1857. or the beginning of 
jauarg, 1858,--but from that time up until about the last 
-k in April-a period of nearly three [four] months. 
We were being drilled a part of the time and receiving mili- 
tarp. lessons under Mr. Stephens. A part of the time I was 
le-g. Brown provided for the support of the company 
whilst we were there in this way: upon reaching there he, 
tinding himself unable to dispose of the mules and wagons 
$-TIL : 
" .  
I - 8  , - * , I  
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a was, some that it was not; myself thinking and 
, .. 
make his b m n b n  into V i n i a  in the spring of 
a p e a d  Cdonel Forbes to be our military 
in conseqnence of a dhgreement between 
~ , t h e M h r ~ u s f m m t h e E a s t  that 
Oat become our military instructor and 
expect him. I am inclined to think that 
- Springdale] knew nothing at  all of our movements, 
- - 
mnaries. I believe that John Brown had 
named Townsend, I cannot 
member bf the Society of 
Were mdentlY, from the tone of their convematioi.'A 
- - 
bagG* f u m ~ h  of his company with arms. I -met 
3 e  wm~osing this company at Tabor. All of them 
I 7 . . .  
Ga, resided at Springdale, who had h m e d  of Q-' 
, from whom I do not know* but I mp- from John 
s ~ ~ f u l  ~~surrection i  the mou 
IW that a mountainous county k a 
-on, in which I am borne o 
which it is not necessary to state now. 
reason that by some we were S U S ~  to be ~~~i 
. - 
a ~ 0 n ~ R a t i 0 n  which a Mr. Varney (also 
immediate neighborhood, and being also a 
with mlrself* someone must have given him 
to the m e  matter; but neither of 
- -  . 
sesw of any definite information in 
* ww traZniag was conducted 
hoa~e of Mr. Maxcm, it being gen 
where we were M n g ,  i
about that we were thus 
in order to return 
deavors to make Kstms a 
arms* J o b  
 COO^ had his o m  primte 
w w of colt's revolvers. Brqwn a d  not, to my 
. - - -  
- aagaged in a warfate. Everybody at  that 
Went armed. AU of the o o n p n y  
Bluned having gone to Spr ihgda  m p w e d  
-, and two others. a yoaag m n  named 
7 
MASCOUTIN 
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gad to its meaning and with regard 
tribe or band who first applied it to th 
under consideration, opinions have d 
In 1852 the editor of one of the daily 
printed in Muscatine wrote to Anto- 
Claire, at Davenport, Iowa, for a definiea 
the word Muscatine. Le Claire was of I. 
Indian extraction. and in nionwr a . a  
been the offici 
States governml 
. dians of eastern 
tribes ; he therefore was deeme 
define this word. His reply to the 
asked was that Muscatine is a sort 
bination of an Indian and French word : 
quo-ta, the Indian word, means 'prairie' 
French added the termination Sskc to mu. 
ta, and the compound word musquo, or 
quitine, means ' little prairie.' Th 
menis means 'island,' ashcota 
musquaw means 'red.' The I 
call the island Mus-quo-ta-menis, whic 
' prairie island."' 
Le Claire's definition never has b 
entirely satisfactory to Muxstine aat 
a s .  They have objected to it on 
grounds among 
doubtless during 
V r ----- ----- 
t om of Muscatine was founded, (I 
a,ms fires would sweep over Muscatine 
~d in the autumn, denuding it of the tall 
l-cl-crass as tall as a mounted man-with 
was covered. ' NOW, what 
ore fitting," these antiquarians have con- 
pdd, "than that the name Muscatine 
signify burning or fire island ? What 
:rmore, than that the 
$ians, impressed with the magnificent and 
i-ible spectacle of the writhing, sweeping 
, -a, should cah the spot, where these 
mes were as regularly recurrent as the 
ns, by some name significant of 
? Finally, in addition to all else," say 
e antiquarians, "Antoine Le Claire himself, 
&bough defining the word Musquotamenis 
prairie island, states the meaning of the 
ladian word ashcota to be fire, and the mean- 
,(ng of the word musquaw to be ' red.' A 
@ilological support is therefore suggested 
Le Claire for the argument we make 
jn favor of the meaning, burning or fire 
One can but be impressed with the 
brce of the reasoning. 
- Bat there is a way by which more nearly to 
r@ a solution of this problem of the mean- 
ing of the word Mascoutin, or Muscatine ; and 
not only so, but of the'no less difficult pro- 
m : What tribe or band of Indians origin- 
ally gave this name to the island. I 
year 1669, Father Claude Allouez, a 
priest, came to Green Bay, in what is n 
state of Wisconsin, for the purpose of 
lishing a mission. While there he ascen 
the Fox river, p 
occupied by the 
bassin 
Sacs 
~g through the 
and Foxes, and 
length to an Indian town at the west of 
Winnebago, containing a population of 
three thousand souls. This town was 
coutin (aboriginal Muscatihe), or the vi 
of the Mascoutins-a distinct Indian tr 
I t  was situated, we are told, "on the crown 
a hill ; while, all around, the prairie stretch 
beyond the sight, interspersed with gro 
and belts of tall forest." Moreover, it w 
palisaded town ; that is to say, a town e 
circled by a row of posts set close together 
the ground, against which, on the inner si 
heavy sheets of bark had been fastened. 
early as 16 r 5 the tribe of the Mascoutins w 
inhabitants of the country west and southw 
of Lake Huron, now southern Michiga 
where they had some thirty towns. But fr 
this region they were driven in 1642 or 
by the Neutral Nation, so called, thei 
mediate neighbors on the east, and there 
were to be found in the Fox river 
'' Last summer," says the Relafz'ott des 
, I&,, in allusion to the eqhlaton of the 
~ ~ c r d u t i n s  from the Lake H u m  country, 
NP thousand m i o r s  of the Neutral Nation 
k d  a town of the Nation of Fire, well 
fied with a palisade, and defended by z 
hundred warriors. They took it after a 
&p of ten days ; killed many on the spot, 
made eight hundred prisoners, men, 
*en, and children. After burning seventy 
f *e best warriors, they put out the eyes of 
& old men, and cut away their lips, and then 
them to drag out a miserable existence." 
be village of the Mascoutins on Fox river! 
' 
briginal Muscatine) was, it may also be 
k k e d ?  a point of note and importance. 
:&her, at one time, came Jean NicoIet, and 
m he learned from the Mascoutins of the 
dstence of the "great water," the Mississippi.:, 
ither also, in 1659, came the travelers: '$, 
adisson and Groseilliers ; and concerning~ 
I _- e Mascoutins Radisson wrote in his journal:+ ' 
' @ We made acquaintance with another nation' 
i &led Escotecke (Mascoutins), wch signified 
'h, a faire, proper nation ; they weare tall, and 
big* and very strong. We eame there in the 
&ng. When we arrived there were extra- 
- 
%nary 
m men 
banquets. There they 
wth beards, because  the^ 
never had 
pull their 
&es as moae as it comes out; but mu& 
m a r  astmistid whaa they saw ocv $ 
especially our guns, wch they w6nshiad 
by blowing smoke of tobacco ins tea^ 
Gidcrifie." 1 
Purther on, and at a later date, Radia 
gi*a an account of an expedition ma& i 
himself and his companion to and d m  
stream which it seems safe to infer was 'I 
MMgsippi. His exact words are: "1 
weme 4 moneths in our voyage wthout Q 
ing anything but goe from river to t i w  
We mett several sorts of people. . . . . i 
the penmasion of some of them we went im 
ye great river that divides itself in 2. . . i 
It is so called because it has two bran& 
the one towards the west, the other t o m  
the south, rch we believe runns t o n r  
Mexico, by the tokens they gave us." T. 
a ban& " spoken of by Radisson as 'ctoww& 
w, nest" 'is conjectured by the editor a 
w i m n ' g  journal. as ~ublifih~wl in 
sin His1 
ra river. 
-- -----4 
at least journeyed we11 down towards the @ 
of the present town of Mmcatiac--and tq moreover, as a direct result of infomatlly 
derived fmm the Mascoutin Indians. ,,I 
Wow it will be obsaodiaoming to one 
W n  pig@ of otu fs,vWip:d&im-tht 1 
;& of 'which I have been speaking, is de- 
bed by the Relarlrbn &S Hurar of 1643, and 
gadisson's journal of 1656 as fire nation. 
a s  it may be added that the map of La 
.'wets colony, finished in 16% by Jean Bap- 
,we Franquelin, fixes the location of the 1' 
~ w o u t i n s  as on Fox river, and at the same 
',-me designates them as Mascoutins, Narion 
!IL &. But Charlevoix says that the true 
r - 
1 w e  of the Mascoutins was Mascoutenec, 
. . 4 ifying an open country. He explains the k e  Mascoutin as a mispmnunciation of . 
Tmcoutenec by the Pottanattomies, which, :' " ; ' " 3 
taken up and perpetuated by the French. 
- 
-11 
. Bat that there was a word Mascoutin, or d m I 
mmething very like it, which, in the Potta- 
' mttomie tongue, meant fire, Chaxlevoixadmits. .1 
::1; So here arises again the old dispute. On-8 , . 
the one side, contending for the meaning fire,, f 
nation, we have the early discoverers  adi is+-"-'^ T~ . 
mn, Allouez, Marquette' and La Salle, to-, " 
are; Rd. X-I. Marquette : " We entered into the 
river which leads ts the Machkoutenech (Mascoutins). 
d e d  Fire Nation. This is a very beautiful river, without 
-ids or portages; it flows to the southwest. Along this 
river are numerous nations: Onmami (Miami). Kikabo$ " 
(Kickapoo) . Machkouteng (Masadas) ,  &c. These people ' ' ' " - 8 1  
&r leads into a gteat river called Mississippi." .I o' 
' 1:*1 
hbFY 
,, ,y ' ' 
'f 8 , ' \  F" gether with Sagard MASCO~IN. and Champlain ; MASCOUTIN. 7 s  
b', ' the other we are confronted by et me quote from the diary of Major 
Charlevoix, Schoolcraft, and (do a Forsyth of the United States Army, 
! Parkman.' And what, by a sort of am by him in the year 1819 while on a 
r + perversity, is more perplexing still, up the Mississippi from St. Louis to 
Mascoutin, as applied to the islan 1s of St. Anthony : " Sunday, June zoth. 
Mississippi below the present town o er still very warm ; had the sail up and 
tine, is equally pertinent and aprops, several times. Met the Black Thunder 
meaning thereof fire island or prairie ome followers, all Foxes, going down to 
for, besides being the flattest and nak Louis in their canoes ; they immediately 
prairies, in Indian times this i ed when they met me. Encamped a 
to be swept yearly by fierce co above the Iowa river ; eighteen miles 
But what connection is the this day's progress. Monday, ~1s t .  We 
to the other leading point of our in 'time this morning ; three Saukies 
between the Mascoutin tribe of on their way from hunting, bound 
Fox river in what is now the state o their village on Rocky river ; current 
sin, and ,Mascoutin, or Museatine, is made only twenty-four miles ; 
the state of Iowa? How L it even pper end of Grand Mascoutin."' 
that Museatine island ox-iginally was day following he reached Fort Arm- 
coutin island ? Answering the last qu g on Rock Island, having come, he tells 
xDPblon: " It is beyond &is great river rbat twenty-seven miles from his last stop." 
the Rkois, of whom we speak, and from whom the distattce-from the mouth of the Iowa tach4 those who dwell hem with the Fin N 
COU~~M.  The F h  Nation beam thin name erron to the head of Muscatine Island is, by 
oalltng themselves Machbutenech, which sipit lea s 'at least twenty miles-about what Major 
bare of trees ' (Muscutah-praMe) , such as that gu- to be the distance from his people W i t ;  bat because by the chongc sf a fm 
(namely wuts, which means fire) fnm th.sace it W encampment " a little above the Iowa 
tbi they am called the  in! N@~B."  "the upper end of Grand Mascoutin "; 
=Rzm?#~ds ~ i s t d a a l  OM, VOI. iii, pp. the distance frord Muscatine Island to 
W s  yes. m ~ m t h  Aruriw, pi r l g ~ ,  nom. Island is by river twenty-eight miles- 
one mile more than Major Forsyth 
' I r U I *  
3 \ l  1' rk;,tJ. , ,;,\ ,,,, ?: d,;F,'.&-H& '. ,.f L 
guessed it to be. I t  therefore aeems 
that Muscatine Island was known by the 
Mascoutin in and before the year 1819. 
In answer to the first question-that re 
ing the connection between the Masc 
Indians and Mascoutin Island-the follc 
may be said : The Sse and Fox (or mon 
rectly, the Sauk and Musquakie) India 
is well known, had inhabited what is 
eastern Iowa and western Illinois, nea 
mouth of Rock river, for seventy or 
, hundred years before the Black Hawk w 
1831-31. I t  also is known that early ft 
eighteenth century the Sac and Fox t 
deni 
also 
zens 
at tl 
of ;he Fox 1 
iat time the I 
river regic 
bfascoutin 
this region the Sacs and Foxes had mi& 
to the RocL river region. Is it probabl4 
the Mascoutins, or some of the Mascod 
migrated with them ? I t  seem to me kB 
is. . 
hist 
To b 
rian 
egin 
John 
with, the aa 
I Gilmary Sh 
:omplishe 
lea makes 
gestion that the name Musquakie, by 
the Fox Indians called themseives, meam 
land, and may be a corruption of M 
kootealci-fire land. If so, ShRa thinkb' 
tha Foxes comprised the remnant, and 1 
itbe name, of the Maswatins. That the EM 
or Sacs and Foxw, by the time of their m$ 
L to the Rock river region, had absorbed 
Madutins-not then a numerous people 5%. 1 think, highly probable. That they 
The 
Ie the be of Musquakie long prior to their hegira 
But they readily could have 
c s ; h e  Mascoutins : for, first, they were 
same 
Mas- 
ns for close neighbors and allies*; and 
, the Mascoutins dropped entirely out 
tory in the early part of the eighteenth 
tury.3 Assuming, then; that some of the 
utin tribe accompanied the Sacs and 
to the mouth of the Rock river, they 
have been within twenty-eight miles 
e island called Grand Mascoutin in I 819 
@ Major Forsyth, and today called Musca- 
by everybody. That this island, so near 
rpatkman's fts. in Nod& Am. p. 436, note. 
oMeplofr concerning the peace made by Monsieur de 
merg with the chiefs of the Foxes, etc., June 7, qP6. 
*. Itic. CoL, VOL iii. p. qg. 
?.%b ~ascohtl~lli, Fire Nation, or Nation of the P&&, 
*e@w or nurgd in 0- tribu.." 
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to the new abiding place of the M ~ C O  
should in some way, by more or less tribe. Here was the favorite hunt- 
Dent occupation perhaps, have deri 
name from them is a seasonable s (spanow) Hwk. Here, 
But whether Mascoutin mean fire nation ccasions has he stood 
prairie nation, it is now impossibl g heights overlooking 
to determine. A feather's weig the Mississippi river, 
into the balances in favor of the meaning on the magnificent and 
nation or fire land by Shea's statement prospect; for Black Sawk Was an 
Mashkooteaki means fire land ; for it ~ 1 1  
remembered that Rad 
the name Mascoutin as the position of, and view from, Black 
successful phonetic reproduction of ~~h Watch Tower on Rock river. Here 
kooteaki.' ly Sac chief g e o k d  
The spot on Iowa soil now occupied to hunt and .dwell; the name Keok* 
Muscatine is not, it may ate an expansion at 
in conclusion, without o 
tions than such as arise from the prob 
connection with it of 
~gg-ts is that of a billowy mass of 
mutins (Charlevoix) . 
which later writers have 
Shean derl*g the woxd M 
hQIW%tah-Jr prairie." 
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Saub of their village on the Wisconsin 4 
which Augustin Grignon found desert4 
1795, but which Jonathan Carver, the Engr 
traveler, had found inhabited in 1766. 
The founders of the town-the Sauk 
dirns-were an Algonquin tribe, inhabi$ 
originally, along with other tribes, of the 
$ion about Montreal, Canada; extreq 
wition, rr 
in inci~ 
s d  F 
dents 
and terrible. As early as 1720, according 
Charlevoix, the pioneer historian of h 
France, they occupied the territory bordeSj 
upon Green Bay in what is now the Stua 
, Wisconsin; their village being on the I# 
river 
PI- 
-seven 
wards 
. miles a 
called 
rbove 
the 
NO&. Hw it was one of their practiq 
demand hibvb fmm the Indian traderq 
the latter passed up the Fox river on th 
way to the Wisconsin portage ; pill aging, 14 
treating, and even killing any who s 
make bold to deny them. Enraged at i 
daring French trader and captain, LaPemQ 
Marir 
Waiti: 
r byn 
ng till 
. . 
lame, I 
the ic 
resolved 
X was S U  
riper, in the spring of r 730, to pennit ttif 
we of boats, Cap+ Marin wended the 81 
rlh eight or ton Y&nm on& &led 4 , ,  
81 
F 
Him and Menomonee Indian allies. When 
mile of the Sauk 
, disembarked the 
we, 
nom 
he 
lone 
lan 
m 
!ded 
and 
- - 
af of his soldiers, and ordered them to gain 
1 rep of the Sauks. The remainder of the 
my disposed themselves in the bottom of a 
, of the boats, beneath the canvas covers 
ftb which it was customary to protect the 
,ding from the weather, and the expedition 
roceeded. As the boats came opposite the - 
alage, only Marin and the usual number of 
agcurs were in sight. The shore was 
with the dusky forms of the Indian 
w o r s ,  women and children, who had gath- 
@I to receive the anticipated gift of goods 
whiskey. Nothing could have been less 
hister than the aspect of the boats. On , 
by came, the clear tones of the voyageurs 
brig in the familiar boat song : > 8 8  
I4  Tous les #rinten#s, I i' 
Y Tant dc n~ilveZZes, 4 1,') ':"; 
I' Tous &s amants '-L4, 
, Changmt a% troa~kesscs. 
LC botz vim tro' &; 
il ' 
I L' amour mc rtvdkr:" 
etumhg springtime 
I so much that's new. 
6 e  fickle 16vers r 
fing s w e d l m ,  too. 
ood wine Boothes snd gi 
love inspires and fills n 
I 
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"Skootay wawbo I Skootay wawbo 1" [fi 
kr] yelled the Indiis. " Fire 1" 
and immediately the canvas co 
thrown aside and the Indians smitten 
ley from more than a hundred rifl 
isg the attack in front, the party 
k e n  sent to cut off flight to the rear 
tacked, and in a very short time the 
mound afterwards raised above thosaLa 
perished in the fight became 
Anglo-French designation of the little 
&O Mmfb. 
Prostrated by this and other di 
flitted on their nation by the Frencl 
moved-agalt-t them in keir &nghold nea~ (ira 
fnritless by the -retreat of the Indians into tht 
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what there were left of them-sowht 
river; their allies, the Foxes, who 
expulsion from the Green Bay 
the Fox village at the prairie, as it ap- ' 
in 1766, Jonathan Carver sap : 
the Indian W e r ,  and pleasantly Bituated 
very rich soil from which they [the inhabit- 
adjacent tribes, and eien those who inhabit 
most remote branches of the Mississippi, an- 
salh assemble, about the latter end of Mar, 
Saukenuk was a much larger 
important centre of Indian 
was Prairie du Chien. Its 
the 5a& and Foxes, killing two htindred wanion 
hundred women and children. 1746 ie the date 
country near the month of the Wisconsin river as 
I' 
7 
I 
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site W one of the most beautiful in 
 iss sip pi vdley. Northwest of it was ,before which was usually suspended a 
of the buffalo. The interior was broken 
compartments on either side of a hallway 
and birds, and presided over by a 
s, down the middle of this hallway, iQ dwelling in a great cave at i fire pits, provision being made for the 
e of the smoke from the fires by open- 
left in the roof directly over the pits. 
compartments were used as sleeping 
couch consisting of skins thrown lorn and gentle falls-a stre 
a pleasant noise in the ears an elevated framework of elastic poles.' 
deren along its banks. 
The general configuration of the 
Saukenuk was that of a right-mgld 
years ago, and our knowledge of 
is only derived from the worm-eaten 
of the Jesuit Relations.' 
warring with the Sioux, the 
occupation of the Sauks was agrictllture. 
cultivated some eight hundred acres of 
e m  description of Saukenuk is from the orally im- 
sixteen to forty feet in width. 
in Zh YAW& in NortA A-a" (Intm- 
xxvi and d), describes particularly the 
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@es. The object of each was to de- ;'Ld iti own post and drive the ball to that 
kins. For an Indian town, the pop 
of Saukenuk was very large. 
&g and bounding upon the plain; each 
mns. Major Thomas Forsyth, of the 
States army, wrote to Governor C 
Missouri, in I 8 I 7 : '' Indeed I have see 
Sauks) appear stationary there, and the 
lodges are repaired, and some new on 
national life, of its gaieties and of its 
deliberations. 
summer time and autumn, hundreds of 1 
the play was for stakes, and these alwa 
-two or three horses, a fine rifle or wxr 4 
Their game of ball, which Black Hawk 
tions as very popular, was played in 
A tall post was erected at either extra 
*tie ~ l a v  around, and the  lavers diai 
a form peculiar to this iame. At one 
w e n t  the whole are crowded together, a 
rain, and running over the ground like 
J 
b w d s  in full cry; each in his excitement 
h and sbouts at the height of his voice. 
the animating contest." Or, if our at- 
Man be directed to the town itself on the 
W r  occasion, we may behold the great 
Q~nal dance of the Sauks. The large open 
with which the town is provided is 
kpt dean. The chiefs and old warriors take 
8 a 
on mats which have been spread on the 
Wr end of the square. Next come the 
,the singing commences. A warrior en- 
- 
@ 
with his back to the di$ &dent- 
over and was killed by the mi. The 
, at the same time of 
he violin can be h d  
scalp torn from his head. The women 1 
,c, I ,{ applaud, while the young men who have remarkable individuals (and 
killed any enemy stand back ashamed. truly remarkable) at any time born 
other warrior then steps forward and rec uk were Black Hawk and Keokuk, 
his exploits, until all have done so, and a chiefs of the Sauks. The date of 
f Black Hawk or, as the name is in 
tongue, Makataimeshekiakiak, is 
At a distance of half a mile east of obiography as t767. If this 
of the Indian town rises the bold promo d, the conclusion is inevitable 
known as Black Hawk's Watch-Tower. must have removed from the 
Rock river region immedi- 
the visit to them of carver in 1766. 
are those who, governed by state- 
lack Hawk some years after 
lication of his autobiography, fix the 
his birth as 1775. This later date 
akes that already named (I 783) as 
pipe and look with wonder and p ible time at which Saukenuk was 
the grand scenes that were present 
personal character, Black 
was a man of marked strength and no- 
A savage by birth, he yet was singu- 
stin- of the savage. Al- 
and dance for the amusem p d c e d  by his peoplq 
t o m  wife. He r d b d  $he 
, . , a  
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He did not lint, h-, bt dad- 
on gi.Ibourn and hnde & psisda. 
ered to m d  ahead d his aptor, 
soon found himself in an I;n&&n 
helpless women and 
dren of an enemy, and showed clemen his captot as none other than 
A striking instance himself. "The white mole digs 
a captive, is related 
Kilbourn was attached to the American to his band, Black Hawk 
Black Hawk and a band of Sauk wa that he had decided to 
sewing in the ranks of the British. 
at length, after three yeam, be W d  
leave for Rock river. Kilbourn with 
,would it p m h p  have 
The pursuit was continued until 
coming confused by many trails, 
the midst of Indian settlements, was 
break up, each man looking out for 
safety. Suddenly, one day, on emergi 
V,  - a thicket, Kilbourn saw at a distance a was again rr scout in the service of 
his rifle and pulled the trigger. The 
I 
8;. 1 shivered against the pan, but the now await him. Nor was 
3 , failed to ignite. By this time the In 
passing close to him, said in a low ti 
"Does the mole think that Black Hawk 
gets ? " But, just before sunset of the da 
his capture, Black Hawk again came to I 
loosed the cords that bound him to a , 
and conducted him far into the forest. P* 
ing, the Indian said, aLI am going to send yq 
back to your chief, though I ought to & 
you for running away a long time ago, aftq 
had adopted you as a son ; but Black Hqd 
can forgive as well as fight."' !1 
The cause of Black Hawk's friendship f 
the British, as against the Americans, is p l a  
the British were careful to keep their eng 
ments with the Indians, while the ~ m e r i 4  
were not. The British Indian departn 
was filled by men of long experience in 4 
dim a i r s ,  and proved a most potent i n s l  
mentality for enlisting the Indians on the 1 
of the British whenever occasion requi 
In contrast to this, the American Indian <f 
partment was largely in the hands of m 
who had never seen an Indian until they 4 
him in the difficult and delicate relations of & 
dian agent. When, therefore, on the breaq 
'1 out of the war of 181a, Col. Robert Dick = I(ilboum's narrative may be found, reprinted from ".4 &h%w's Cuhket," in Patterson's second edition of t H d ' s  Autobiography. The main points are also 4 by Black Fhwk h i i I f .  Autobiog. Id ed. pp. v, 98. 
I 
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British Indian department sent woM 
$auks at Rock river to meet him at 
Bay, preparatory to moving against the 
m s ,  they complied with alacrity. Black 
personally participated in the fight at 
iver Raisen, near Malden,,on January 
2813, where he interposed to keep his 
from joining in the mass& of 
can prisoners which was going on. 
on May 5th, he was at the siege of Fort 
and finally, on August nd, took a 
the attack on Fort Stephenson. Many 
o, a writer in the BaltimoreAmn5an, 
e credibility the editor of the paper 
&estimony, stated that Black Hawk had 
him that he also had fought in the battle 
Tharnes. !'During a residence of sev- 
in what is now the territory of Iowa," 
e writer, " I had many opportunities of 
and conversing with Black Hawk. . . . 
course of our talk, I asked him if he 
Tecumseh when he was killed. 'I 
aid Black Hawk, 'and I will now tell 
about it."' Then follows a circum- 
narrative of the battle, ending in these 
the first discharge of their [the Americanss] 
I saw Tecumseh'stagger forwards over a 
tree near which he was standing, letting his 
' 1 2 . 1  
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covered he was killed; a panic came o If this were not the fact, it is 
and, fearing that the Great Spirit was d 
they fought no longer." 
Besides the foregoing, W. Henry 
Esq., of Burlington, Iowa Territory, wr occurrence which caused the name of 
I follows, on March o~st ,  1839 : Hawk to become universally known in 
"In the autumn of 1838, Black Hawk Hawk War of 1832.' 
tched contest was the outgrowth of 
Burliigton, when I became acquainted, erstanding and of the encroachment 
quently conversed with him in broken settlers upon the public domain. In 
St. Louis, William Henry Harrison 
a treaty, whereby =re ceded to 
the east and making a feint as if thousand acres of 
said: 'Chemokaman [white man] linois, including the 
from which I have no doubt of h 
Black Hawk. He 
since informed, on good authority, that who signed it had 
the battle of the Thames and in several 
x their names by 
These would seem to be strong Iy unfair means. However this may 
that Black Hawk did not sever his c been, the Indians by the terms of the 
with the British army until October, 
when the battle of the Thames was fo 
men participating in it who aftexwards gained dis- Nevertheless, in the autob both the militarg and civil walks than for any- 
plicitly stated by Black Hawk that h 
twenty of his warriors quietly left the B 
<.amp immediately after the repulse at 
1 
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5'. to settlers; and when, before they were ti 
, - sold, settlers began to locate in the vicinity 
Saukenuk, difficulties between the Indis 
intense, and appeal was made by the o 
tlers to Governor Reynolds, of Illinois, a' 
to General Gaines, of the United States am 
at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., forthwith to r 
move the Indians from the state. Govela 
I Reynolds thereupon called out the militia, ar General Gaines started for Fort Annstrw Rock Island, arriving there on June 3d wj 
in their war paint and bearing their w c 
To the neneral's order to move mosar 
I militia ascended Rock river in a steam to Vandruff's Island, which they found 
serted, as also the Indian town be101 
Black Hawk and his band had quietlj 
moved across the Mississippi. But the rni 
f d n g  it necessary to expend their ma 
ardor upon something, set fire to the rnt 
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opolis of the Sauks and watched it c6n- 
tb ashes. 
June goth, a formal engagement was en- 
into, between Black Hawk and General 
cines and Governor Reynolds, that the Sauk 
, a d  Fox nations should at all times thereafter 
wide and hunt on the west side of the Mis. 
:*PPi river, and not return to the east side E- 
d i n g  it perhaps is not clear, but among: 
motives at work stand out prominently a d  - 
Icon~uerable love for the place of his birth 
.#&out the express consent of the president 
the United States or of the governor of 
in&. This engagement Black Hawk failed ' ' , )';:. III ; 
keep. Just what actuated him most in , ,#:, 8 
a-desire there to spend the declining 
of his life. Viewed from his standpoint, 
B Rock river county had never rightfully 
w d  from the control of the Sauks; it was 
scene of the chief events in the life of that 
on since their expulsion from Wiscon- 
3 ; nature, moreover, had made it very beau- 
a Pottawattomies should join hi&, and the 
8idsh render efficient aid, as he believed 
of patriotism that in-ancient days m a d e m  
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a hero of Epaminondas, and in moderq wild and ignominious 
Washington. 
11 The re-appearance of the Sauks on 
'-her, it is needless to say, produced a g i{ member of the legal profes- commotion. Again the militia were called ed from riding the d r d t .  
and the regulars, this time 
General Atkinson, reinforc 
Many murders were committed by Indi 
different parts of Illinois ; almost all of dians, and the learned barrister used to 
however, by the Winnebagoes,-none b with much vexation that Black Hawk 
Hawk's band. But there were no con decked himself out in his finery, appear- 
accessions to the invading for the wild woods, amohgst his savage 
start numbered only about two ions, dressed in a ruffled shirt drawn 
tially armed braves and warriors. Beg n leggins, with a volume of 
at length to realize the futility of the a 
's Pleadings' under each arm." 
he was making, Black Hawk sent fight at Stillman's Run was followed 
to Major Stillman, who was in co,mm those of Peckatonica Creek 
the advance guard of the mil 
with his men was at this time ( 
encamped near a small stre 
where known as Stillman's f Bad Axe. Black Hawk, together 
of this flag were taken into custody old friend Winneshiek, the prophet, 
of Stillman's men, and soon after a 
rush was made by the whole comman 
a small party of Black Hawk's warriors 
was descried in the distance. and taken to General Street at 
ceeded in killing two of these, t Chien. From Prairie du Chien, 
pushed forward till, falling into on Barracks, Missouri. 
cade hastily set for them by Black ome months spent there in anfine- 
w 
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ment, he was taken East, with a n Island. Le Claire 
a young printer, J. B. Patterson by 
amanuensis, and the task was begun ; 
Hawk dictating to Le Claire, Le 
visit to theEast in 1837, and died in n, and Patterson 
Le Claire carefully read it all over 
the East. 
mmon paste-board. Le Claire was 
en he died, a highly respected 
t of Davenport, Iowa, and Patter. 
the last year (1891) has died, at 
possessed of lofty instinct 
Rection; a savage rising s 
of savage existence, yet illustrating 
minating the ways of civilization by 
them to the test of p f placing before the public. Besides, 
rnal evidence of authenticity is con- 
William J. Snelling (a son of 
osiah Snelling of the United States 
interesting. Black Hawk m Fort Snelling, Minnesota, 
the idea of putting in writ 
his course in returning 
the expulsion of his tri 
lPnown to Antoine Le Claire, the 
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respectable testimony .of Antoine Le white people seem never to be satisid. 
government interpreter for the Sacs 
and what (as we have not th bad, ambitious man, 
acquainted with that gentlem 
conclusive, the intrinsic evidence of th 
itself. We will venture to affirm (and 
mmehd," he said, to his Great 
position. No white man, however 
ity may be, could have executed a 
mghly and truly Indian." 
In the autobiography, Blac 
presses opinions upon many subjects, 
them, marriage, land ownershi 
office, the savage, as contrasted 
ized, mode of warfare, th 
establishment, the colonization 
As to land ownership, he was a p r e a  
Henry George, saying : 
14 My reason teaches me that land 
sold. The Great Spirit gave it to his 
live upon and cultivate, as far 
their subsistence, and so long as they slaves and are anxious, but do not h o w  
cultivate it they have a right to the get clear of them. I will now give my 
they voluntarily leave it then any o hich when understood I hope will be 
have a right to settle on it. Nothing . Let the free states remove all the ne- 
but such things as can be carrie 
His conclusion on politics, as he t Father buy all the female negroes 
the game manipulated, was t h a t 2  states betwem the ages of twelve and 
sell them 26 the people d the free 
AW km* f b j  
staw for a tenn of years,--say, those w 
teen until tbey are twenty-one, and those , ed the prophet Pinneshiekl if he &as to see the Great Spirit." 
pver fifteen for five years ; and continue 
also treated to a dis- 
arrive at the age of twelve, and take -works at Castle Garden, on which 
free states and dispose of them in th yet characteristically 
an the &st; and it will not be long comment that "it was an agreeable 
-try is clear of the black ski nment, but to the whites who wit- 
I am told, they have been talking for a it less magnificent than would have 
and for whom.thep have expended a lax 
& money. I have no doubt the sight of one of our large prairies 
would do his part in accompl on fire." The American women whom 
for his children, as he could not lose mu t treated him handsomely, giving him 
and would make them all happy. If prebents, and he condaends to say of 
states did not want them all far sewants, that they were " very kind, very good, 
take the remainder in oar nation to pretty-for pale faces." 
women make corn." Hawk's defense of his coulgg* the 
When in New York, he had witn the principal part 
bdloan ascension, and, concernin and is plausible,-in 
-harks : pects just. The line of it already 
We had seen many wonderful sigh intimated, however, and more is not 
large villages, the great nati 
rnoun&ins, the railroad, ,steam ca Hawk, Keokuk is the bad- 
the Sauks. He was younger 
awh having been b m  abod 
any of these. We were told that a descended, on his mother's 
j l lgupintheair inabdhn.  Wew noted Captain Marin.' 
d e t y  to see if this could be tmq~ horseman, and ex- 
umr astonishment, saw him ascend $t 
the epcauld no longer percelv: to the older chief in 
,&@p rae aU kaaprbck r d  v,; xr?-&=m, voL 111, p SIX, 
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simplicity and dignity of character, 
far superior to him in wit, tact and 
ness. Early perceiving the folly of 
ing against the power and resources 
whites, he so shaped his course as to g 
white man's favor. When word came 
the Sauks must remove from the Rock 
he promptly obeyed and sought a new 
on the Iowa. For his compliance i 
thing and in others, he was recognize 
United States government as head 
his nation, a proceeding which gave 
offense to Black Hawk. 
Of Keokuk's wit a striking instanae 
been preserved. I t  seems (so the story 
that on one occasion after the removal 
Sauks west of the Mississippi, they were 
moned to a conference with the Mormo 
Nauvoo, Illinois, by Joe Smith, the M 
prophet. The object of the wily pro 
seeking the conference was to persu 
Indians into relinquishing to him 
lands which he coveted for the churc 
accordingly prepared with great care the 
which he should make to them. At the 
pointed time, Keokuk and the prophet, 
in his best attire and attended by an i 
retinue, met in the Mormon temple. 
clbding his address, the prophet said 
vinely communicated to him that 
tribes of North America were the 
of the House of Israel. Moreover, 
been commissioned from on high to 
e such of them as were near him and 
e them from where they were to a 
a land flowing with milk and 
, To this Keokuk listened very atten- 
and, after a respectful interval, he rose 
uch dignity to reply. As to whether 
t the American Indians were the lost 
spoken of by the prophet, he said he 
ot attempt to determine. This, how- 
would say : d milk his people were 
d-they much preferred water; and 
ney, it was to be had in ample quan- 
the land they then occupied. CouM 
prophet enter more fully into par- 
Did the government, in this land 
he desired the Indians to move, pay 
nuities ? and was there there a plen- 
of whiskey ? The conference, it 
be told, came to an abrupt ter- 
uk's most remarkable gift was his elo- 
. This, according to all contemporary 
, was in the, highest degree stirring 
. It brought him into great 
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Gen. Winfield Scott, and, 
'request of the Indians, provided 
his own braves in the struggle they w ock I d ~ d , ~  and one section at 
to make to re-possess the ancient first rapids above said island, 
nty ceded by the Sauks and 
negotiation of the treaty, Keokuk 
principal speaker on the part of the 
were difficult to allay. His first . His death occurred in the State of 
, whither the remnant of his tribe ulti- 
removed. . It was comparatively igno- 
been unjustly treated, and hence were ult of too heavy potations. 
to revenge. He even offered to lea ly, mention already has been 
against their foe, "but," said he, island of Rock Island, which is ississippi river, not far from 
upon this condition : that we first put o by Saukenuk. Th'i 
v d  children and our aged men gently to 
on two accounts: its 
romantic history. Ib 
which has no turn." length is two and seven-eighths 
d its extreme width four-fifths of a 
of his young men for war was consi Its area is eight hundred acres, and 
abated. ally it was covered by a dense growth 
oak, black walnut, elm, and basswood. 
gust, 18p, a treaty was entered into rock, and it stands twenty 
the Sauks and the United States, whe $he highest freshets. In the eyes 
latter acquired the whole of eastern ians, it w d  not only a spot of sur- 
This treaty, on the part of the United tha site of a part of tbe c@' of Damport, I-. 
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passing loveliness, but was invested of Chicago, Illinois. On the lower 
ppi were the old French posts,  as- 
"It was our garden, like the white 
of these various places were fur traders 
anadian voyagears, the latter a most in- 
us with the finest fish. In ght-hearted to a degree, spending the in hard labor, on a diet of corn and 
w, and lounging through the summer. 
the Sauk and Fox tribes. This man was 
nel Robert Dickson. He was an English 
who had come to America in 1790 to 
with the Indians, sacrificing to this end 
ial connection and the comforts of 
taken its place." 
f Missouri sent an expedition to take 
on of Prairie du Chien and erect a 
and Michillimackinac, in what is n 
state of Michigan, and at Green Bay, 
du Chien, and Milwaukee, in what is 
state of Wisconsin. Fort Madison 
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min Howard, of the United Stat 
expedition was fitting out at St. 
force the gamson at Fort 
- ,z-r 
for Prairie du Chien on July ~Sth ,  igni 
of course, of the fact that Fort ShelM 
boats cast anchor for the night. The 
swarmed about them in great numbe 
ing loud professions of friendship, bu 
signifying to the French boatmen i 
that they desired them to aband 
American comrades and return d 
river. This the Indians did by sehi 
hands of the Frenchmen and gently 
them in a down stream direction. 
evident that the Indians meant to 4 
the boats, but did not wish to injn 
old-time friends, the French.' The 
ship for the Americans on thk occasion;but that i 
' BLACK HAWK ~a ~~~. i1 , ,  113 ' '  "~ L\yTq 
,, , ' !,( 
m d e  known to Campbell, but he discre+ 1 1, ::t 
its, existence. The next morning tfie . 
$eet set sail without hindrance, Campbell 
w a g  in immediate command of the boat 
*"-- 
J- the other two. The wind had &sen add 
become so fierce that, just above Rock Island, 1 r~mpbell's boat was driven on a large island 
the mainland, ever since known as Camp- 
], bell's Island. Sentinels were placed, and the 
h n  debarked and began cooking their break- 
b t .  But in a moment the Indians, in hun- 
W s ,  were upon them, delivering a deadly 
-- ong the wounded was ~ a m ~ b e l l  himself. 
add to the peril of the situation, the boat 
ok fire. Black Hawk, who commanded the 
ans in the attack, explains that this was 
to fire mows prepared by himself and 
by him against the sail. 
In the meantime, the other two barges, 
P i &  had drawn far ahkd of that com- 
p d e d  by Campbell, had, with the greatest 
t word reached them of the capture of Fort Shelby by 
Bridsh, and that the Britlsh desired them to join in the 
'Irgalnst the Ameticnns. This they could not find it in 
n f , k i  
' ' difficulty, succeeded in returning to hi$. 
n Rector's men, who were good sailors. I 
lightened their boat by casting overh ,, 
large quantity of provisions, and then. 
ing into the water on the side furthes 
' the Indians, pushed it broadside on a 
the burning boat of Campbell. Th 
', harmed and the wounded were quickly 
%£erred to Rector's boat, which, havind 
got back into the stream, was rowed nigl 
day until it reached St. Louis. The b 
. 
I fortified, the Indians were unable to I 
those within, and finally withdrew. 
I followed Rector's boat down the river, 
The rough handling which Campbe 
, iipedition had received at the hands 
',': bank and Fox tribes naturally excite 
resentment at St. Louis, and early i 
ber an expedition was started for 
a Jages to chastise them, and also to 
fort on Rock Island. In this ins 
expedition consisted of three h 
thirty-four ofhers and men, in 
barges armed with cannon, and 
mand of Major Zachary Taylor, d 
lar service. But the Indians hadl 
British at Fort Shelby (now  at' 
116 BLACK HAWK AND KE 
had occurred. I t  
test in which the future 
and Monterey was destined 
Finally, nearly two years after the 
sion of peace with Great Britain, the 
States government was able to place 
Island under military control. In May, 
General Thos. A. Smith land 
without opposition, left the 8 
Infantry, under Colonel Lawrence, . One day, while most of the men , 
ders to erect a fort ; whi some distance from the walls felling ' 
on to establish a post (now 
near the Falls of St. Anthony. Selec 
extreme northwest point of the island, 
Lawrence laid off a rectang 
hundred feet each way, 
walls of hewn timber res 
ture of stone. At the no 
and southwest angles, h the Colonel immediately had the re- 
to be built, and these he pro ed for the men and the cannon run 
, On the interior, against one side of th Indians were then ordered to dis- 
were erected the soldiers' barracks. 
were of hewn timber, the roofs being m 
slope inward, that it might 
Indians to set them on fire. 
Davenport. Colonel Davenport was 
strong, in honor of the then Secret 
Coming suddeniy into the view of 
voyager up the Mississipp 
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the doctrine of a blood atonement.' I in the Mormon d d i g e .  
to adhere strictly to the teachings of oseph, who in youth was constantly 
care and influence, did not con- 
ormon as late as 1853, When 
his majority. Meanwhile those of 
of exemplary life and character and of ons hostile to Young (of whom 
sincerity. Proselytes to the society are in ~lfinois, Iowa, and 
by missionaries, who are sent to Engl n) were ineffectually striving to 
Wales, to Denmark, to Australia, and a new religious society. The chief 
Society Islands. Some also are won was that too many aspired to the 
membership through a mission which is Riidon, failing of it, had 
tained in Utah. disciples to his old home 
The events which led to the establis ia. James J. Strang--an elder 
of the reformed Mormon church may ph the prophet--conceiving p novel 
to Big Beaver Island, in Lake 
an, where he had planted a. Mormon 
with himself at the head under the 
King Strang. Here he flourished for 
showing some ability as a ruler; but 
pel Emma Smith to follow the fo countenanced polygamy, enjoined 
church, but without avail. Indeed, women of his demesne the wearing 
ers, and committed various other 
, like his celebrated pdecessor and 
ith, was assassinated, and hi people 
1 - 1  
an organization of the ~aints'w& 
Zarabelma, Wisconsin, and in 
Jwqh I ~m&, JT., consented to 
at the he& This he did only 
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She said also that she believed the 
church to have been established by divine 
were proposed to him by admiring n direction. TO use her own words : "Joseph 
smith [unaided] could neither write nor dic- 
tate a coherent and well-worded letter, let 
done dictating a book like the Book of Mor- 
mon. And although I was an active partici- 
pant in the scenes that transpired, and was 
whether the place could not again 
rallying point for the church. present during the translation of the plates, 
rrnd had cognizance of things as they tran- 
news of this got abroad, a meetin 
in hot haste by the gentiles of spired, it is marvelous to me, 'a marvel and 
a wonder as much as to anybody else."' 
Emma Smith said further concerning the com- 
psition of the Book of Mormon : "Joseph 
muld dictate hour after hour; and when re- 
mning after meals, or after interruptions, he 
would at once begin where he had left off, 
without either seeing the manuscript or hear- 
- ing any portion of it read to him. This was letters threatening him with pe 
a usual thing for him to do. I t  would have 
been improbable that a learned man [of him- 
self] could do this; and for one so ignorant 
and unlearned as he was, it was simply impos- tain points respecting his father, the 
sible." Plano continued to be the headquar- 
ters of the Reformed Mormon church until 
the year 1883, when they were again removed ; 
@is time to Lamoni, Iowa. 
Facts such as the above, respecting a relig- knew, had sustained unlawful relations 
society almost unknown to the world, yet 
,## 1' P'#'k h ~ B e  
oo means the Place Beautiful. There 
no doubt of this, for was not the inter- 
on by Joseph Smith, who founded and 
ned the town and who alone among 
Nauvoo certainly is beautiful in its 
manding situation on the Illinois bluffs. 
ppi. A level tract of country extends east 
om the river for a mile and a half, or to 
e a north and south line would form a 
nnecting the extremities of the arc 
which the river makes. An acclivity 
#ns along this imaginary line and increases 
ually until an elevation is reached of one 
dred and forty feet from the river margin. 
tAn laterestW numb ss to the oriain of the word Nm- 
t&kb. wMcb meam lbeautifd.* Nauroo is not ~ e b n n  
in form, but m&ht haw been a mlrp~nnacklon af the 
esiashd buildings the catholic 
wcts all others. Throughout the 
of the Mississippi, at Dubuque, at 
mtine, at many towns, the church 
k, the convents, the schools of the great 
d i c  organization may be seen occupying 
boldest bluffs, the most sightly elevations. 
wring a place for herself-at once so eligi- 
& &tailed accouat of tha Tampk-its dimensions, 
p e n t ,  hn&hingS, etc., will be found at pages 116 
1~ N o t h i  in the 'Northwest was mom an object 
&psity in L day tbam the Nauvw Temple. 
ble and so historic-in Nauvoo 
not only has followed a wise and 
custom, but has set a seal of tri 
not the least of her enemies. 
To look down from the old Temp1 
a day in early June is to witness a 
great interest and animation. T 
mered with strawberry fields, and 
pickers are bending and crouched am 
vines. Beyond them is the swirling 
dying river; beyond the river is the 
Bluff Park it is called-where the 
j meetings are held, now embowered i 
11 foliage, but disclosing glimpses of t 
.s tents of the campers; and over all 
dazzling sunshine and the sweet 
' 1 1  The evening hours at this season 
enjoyable than those of the day. 
I 
the sunset, a royal pageant in scar 
,! far distant West. Could Joseph 
$ 1 ,  moved to his prophecy, that one 
S T  I Saints would become a mighty peop 
11  n midst of the Rocky Mountains,'" 
I gbams of promise as to this western h ' 
" ' the Nauvoo sunsets ? Later there is LI';', ' in Bluff Park, perhaps by a large co 
I of worshipers, perhips by s small 
8 7 a d  the tones come floating to the 
, '  
yl' I 
I 
[ I  1 '  1 ' 1  
: on .I, 
of 
of 
the 
:d- 
*r -
:en 
ite 
:he 
lir. 
ess 
I es 
--- 
he 
re- 
in 
"g. 
on 
'Y, 
)SS 
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which so perfectly modulates and 
that they seem to sustain 
to any purely human source. 
may  camp fires which fla$h and 
e trees remind one of the 
fves which a half century ago were 
hore by the Mormon 
ill February nights 
there in preparation for 
e wilderness. Having re- 
chamber of one of 
wellings on the acclivity, 
can often see from hi window the 
of some approaching river packet 
rce eyeball of a Cyclops, it roves 
channel and occasionally caets an 
and all-revealing glance over the 
many lesser slopes into 
great one is broken at the summit, 
neyards, and in the last 
ber and first days of October 
less profusion the purple and 
of the Delaware, the Concord, 
haze; the river, Bluff Park, and the 
ately rife with the bloom and fruit of 
u 
mn, Kimball, and Parley. The Temple 
a & the centre of a block facing on Wells 
5 a thoroughfare that because of the 
,mpleied streets, Woodruff, Page, Barnett, 
others. The population of Nauvoo in . 
8 ,  I 
aer of 1835 there were but a few loz ':= 
~lg the years from 1840 to 1844 neariy 
thousand persons were added to the pop- 
~n of Nauvoo from foreign lands. A 
distance south of the town l~as discovered 
yened a quarry of hard limegone suit- 
for the best i ~ ~ t s e s  of at&bmce. 
, - - -  
y, a foundry, and a manufactory of 
ware. A steam boat owned and navi. 
. - 
adjacent villages on the Mississippi. 
* 
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forever and ever." The building as 
kd, and in part laid out, was large. ~ o t  
were issued, and found readers as the foundation even was laid at the 
Philadelphia and Boston. f the Exodus; but the south-west angle 
Exodus of the Mormons in 1846, an mpleted and exhibits in the 
ness of events counted from the roo d stone work traces of superior me- 
skill. The bricks especially are 
proper and in the suburbs been laid with a precision and 
One half of these were mere sh with a nicety hard to be excelled. 
ms within the completed part are lofty 
and look forth upon the hurry- 
hundred were tolerably fit dwell not forty feet away. Emma Smith, 
hundred of them at least were goo of the prophet, the clccta Cyria or 
frame structures. The number of writings, lived for some 
s after the murder of her 
a goodly proportion of t block to the north of the 
some. 
uvoo House is the frame build- 
as the Mansion House, in which 
t lived and kept tavern while await- 
etion of his permanent abode. 
sent themselves on every hand. At ms of this house aIso are large ; in one 
of Main street, to the left as on is a closet which on casual inspection 
river, stands the unfinished o be a very ordinary affair, but which 
secret. Protruding from cross pieces 
to Joseph Smith to d against its four sides are wooden pegs 
rt of clothing. Pull out (as 
if you wisp to try) from the cross 
the left hand side of the closet the 
were to have place from generatiomi peg, then strike upward the am 
y i e c e  itself. I t  will respond to your 
-, rising on a pivot, and the top edge 
:'" door will be revealed. This door 
opened discloses a shaft just large eno 
contain a 1 
the loft of 
)erpen 
the h~ 
.dic 
OUS 
ular -lac 
e. Wh 
I was being hotly pursued by the authori 
. Illinois in 1842-3 on requisition from th 
ernor of Missouri, his whereabouts were 
I 
' dificult to fix. That he was somewhere 
.; own premises was suspected. That he 
'I ' ' the loft of his dwelling would seem str 
[:" to be indicated by the existence 
h,, contrivance for concealment just d 
Across Main street from the Nauv 
is the old, weather-beaten frame b 
in which Emma Smith, the wife o 
prophet, passed many of the declining 
of her life. This building with the land 
it was the first piece of property bou 
the prophet on reaching Nauvoo. 
door-yard, directly above the rive 
shielded by shrubbery, are the g 
Emma Smith and of other membe 
prophet's family. 
Looking up Main street the visitar , 
goodly number of large and subs 
widely separated brick edifices. 
&re the Hall which was Plsed by 
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, w o n i c  order and the residences which were 
by Brigham Young and the Elders, 
g-ball and Pratt. Young's residence, like 
&e most of those built by the Mormons, is 
protected by quaintly notched fire walls above 
fie gables-*~~h walls as are to be seen above 
&e old Boston State House and in prints of 
g e  old parts of cities in Europe. The house 
of John D. Lee-the Mormon Bishop so 
in connection with the Mountain 
M ~ ~ ~ O W  massacre-which for a long time 
stood on Carlin street, has been torn down. 
m e  Hall of the Seventies, which marked the 
mmer of Granger and Kimball streets, also 
has been removed. Of the Council House, 
in which religious and other meetings were 
. held during the erection of the Temple, and 
which stood at the intersection of Water and 
Granger streets, only the foundation remains. 
The office of the Times and Seaso~s was one 
block west of the Council House on Water 
and Bain streets. It  has been removed from 
this site, and is now in another part of the town. 
The office of the Nauvoo Expositor-famous 
for the issue of a solitary edition ere its type 
s ' n u ?  
, ,  
': ' I  
8 :,A (i 
'la. 
" 1 
::I 
. \: 
' I  
I ;  i 
, " '  i .  
8 1;. I: ,  
?!? square. Just west of Temple sqmrc, 
' the acclivity in the same enclosure 
- d 4 
I convent of the Benedictine Sisters, 9 
small stone structure-now used for a f i  
I k e ~ t  their arms and other accoutred 
i' The wide gaps and spaces now existi : p  
tween the different buildings that 
come down from Mormon days-+ 
street especially -have been caused 
decay and removal of the struc 
logs and boards which once closed 
Of the buildings removed some ar 
found across the river in Montrose 
they have been transported in win 
upon the ice. All about Nauvoo, o 
clivity and on the Aat, are to be 
m partially obliterated traces of old 
' years have brought since the dep 
1 Mormons. I t  is little short of s 
I Salt Lake City-the site of 
1 chosen by the exiles from Na 
hardly within the United States 
thousand miles from the nearest civ 
should for many years have been 
with the rest of the world by railroa 
w itself ccsntinues to be brought &to t 
a'e relations only by the Mississippi river. .: 
a i s  thought in mind, it does not seem so 
ge that there should be persons in Nauvoo 
p who almost wish the exiles back again. 
e Mormon Temple, as has been said, 
in the centre of Temple square on 
I street. Not a vestige of its walls or of : 
;one blocks, which composed its walls, is 
;o be found there. The spot is covered 
rt by houses and in part by outbuilding8 
he &his of back yards. A structure as 
and perishable as the frame dwelling 
~ m e d  by the prophet in Nauvoo still 
8, but the great Temple with its steps, 
:ers, a n d  its tower, has disappea& 
During the Mormon Exodus it was 
p a ~rench  communistic society, called 
as, under the leadership of Etienne ,' 
~ 5 .  and, while under their control, in ' -  r 
bber, 1848, was destroyed by fire with n 
nception of the bare walls. In 1850, 
af these went down before a tornado, 
the Icarians described as of frightful , . . 
be. The fourth or west wall remained 
some years longer, being strongly 
the rPi&a t!a,an interior wall parallel 
The only picture of the mini of the !18'!;Bj 
which exists exhibits this west d 
.' i- 
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bearded, and his mo 
man says further con 
a lazy boy; spent hi dinner hour holding a package concealed !; 
rarely smiled ; never 
hard on bird's nests ; and so consti 
and inveterately 
where he lived it 
on any improbable tale that it was llowed up the ad- 
lie as young Joe ever told. Nor, s w t a g e  gained by circulating reports as to his 
were his parents and cis brothers 
any better esteem in Palmyra than 
Mr. Pomeroy Tucker, wh 
them all, says of sb~ut  it, listened to Smith may be inferred 
, 
monism : "The Smith $om their behavior when under religious ex- 
regarded as an illiterate, whiskey dri 
' dtement. Theywould run throqgh the fields, 
shiftless, irreligious race of people; an get upon stumps, preach to imaginary con- 
adds, " Joseph was unanimously vote pegations, enter the water ; would make the ;, laziest and most worthle most ridiculous grimaces, creep upon their :, This statement may be supplemented b d s  and feet, and roll on the frozen ground. ' : 
final one, that a written declaration of t At the dead hour of night, young men among . 
'truthfulness and vicio them might be seen running over the fields 
Smith family was, in 1833, a d  hills in pursuit of, as they said, balls of 
by sixty-two of the 
repeatedly has been pu 
all his personal and fa 
forged rapidly to the 
I superstitious-even when sound in other 
to be able to locate hidden treasures 
aid of a witch-hazel rod, and finding 
of his neighbors credulous enough to 
k 01 
- as 
l irn 
ing 
: of 
had 
ing 
ory 
ing 
red 
h's 
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persecution in Missouri, revelations to 
d. Among the offerings named were 
silver, precious stones, and antiqu 
bring the box tree, the fir tree, and 
e it was put in poetic form. 
to finish the Temple ; after the exp 
important revelations before the p 
Nauvoo was the semi-monthly period 
newspaper-the Z h e s  and S~IISOM. Even this did not wholly suffice, for in 
itor of this paper more than once ust, 1844, an editorial appeared under 
necessary strongly to emphasize the sinister heading, "A Word to the Wise." 
prescribed by Jehovah for neglect of 
t was the language of this revelation 
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honey that we are ve y 
should not refuse any if it were 
for the building of 
plus property, and, after 
all their interest annually." of our subscribers who are deli-nquent 
But the Times a#&? Seasons is of in this vicinity can bring us, in 
ent, wood or any kind of produce, as 
, , life and practices in Nauvoo 
.-, , medium of revelations. In its 
find many things not wanting in 
, humor. For example, one of th was also natural that these trades should 
: ors (Don Carlos Smith) gravely in the rimes and &sons by 
ementa. Among these advertisements 
card of a tailor announcing the latest 
Philadelphia ; the card of 
er begging to inform the ladies of 
month later he gives somewhat in that she stood prepared to render them 
plan upon which he will work. He e service in her art, and further that 
&te the doctrines of the had had several years experience therein 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, solicitin era  French modiste; the card of a mr- 
essays of a nature " Eclectic, Anal Berlin in Prussia, late of 
Analytic." In his efforts for the re ool and Preston, England," whoawaited 
tjon of the world, Don Carlos met age at the house of,Brigham Young and 
discouragements inseparabl 
prises. At least this seem 
red from such a remark in his colu 
"Printers like all other 
and in cold weather fire for the immediate cure of the feoer 
and who ought to h e  had pawon- 
* 

ferred against him; and Dr. Benjamin 
chester is silenced from preaching 
makes satisfaction for disobeying the i Smith the Western ldah0%11& ltlae 
On November 23, 1844, it is resolved a. In a word, preparations for the bwd- 
High Council that Amos B. Tomlins of something like a Mormon Empire ~a 
Ebenezer Robinson and wife be cast o banks of the MsrPilssippi were well ad- 
tl&'church of Jesus Christ of Latter tranced. The vital impaitsnce, in state oa8 
the foregoing, we read on January I, 
parties vied with each o t b  ih 'bid- 
in October past there was a French fri 
St. Helena to take the remains of Na 
to France." 
But meantime Nauvoo had waxed ,.mIn sent him pamphlets and s t m  to attach 
and with it Joseph the prophet. A 
for the town had been obtained fro 
8 ridmiring people of Illinois, under wh 
bunicipality was almost independent 
and fohn C. Bennet, at that time the p 
mah dependence, its Major-General. 
3 
~ ~ ~ v o o o  m mmm. r ~ g  
&ed *the flmes and Seasons of Febmry I, 
question. He wrote to John C. 844. " We have our eye on the man ; we 
Lewis Cass, Richard M. Joh &all notifp our friends in due time, and when 
we do we shall take a long pull, a strong pull, 
a d  a pull altogether." On March I, 1844, 
&is intimation was followed by the announce- 
, ment, in big type : "For President, General 
~oseph Smith, Nauvoo, Illinois." Later (on 
composition. In the on May I 7th) some sort of a national convention 
characteristic passage is found: " was got together in Nauvoo, and Joseph put 
have power of body and mind-wh in fonnal nomination before the country. 
runs and grass gro As the prophet increased in ye- and g o d  
and vice hateful-and while a sto n W u n e  a corresponding elation was percep- 
out a spot where a fragment of tible in his manner. In public diecourse he 
was easy and complacent, seeming to feel the 
the cause of injured innocence, until M importance of his position ; in private talk he 
makes atonement for all her sins, or sin #a, in general, agreeable, but, if opposed, 
graced, degraded, and damned to hell, was apt to be loud and trucblent. A msa 
the worm dieth not and the fire Who on one occasion chanced to be on the 
quenched." The letter in reply to 'Mississippi steamboat which the Momom 
addressed to "that great plenipotenti msd and navigated encpusered Smith 
renowned secretary of state, the ignoble mong  the passengers, and head him con- 
ist, the gambling senator, and the whig verse. He afterwards && of him : "In his 
didate for the presidency, Hen repeated treatment of ' those who did not 
various presidenti 
resolved to test the feelings of the Am 
people by running for the presidency hi 
- - --- - - 
-*z 
with me in Paradise,' which shorn tm he 
could not have been baptized before his 
admission." "How do you know," quy 
retorted Smith, "that he wasn't bapti=d 
before he became a thief ? But," continued 
he, frowning down the memment whi& his 
13th day of March, 1843, he met sally had excited, "this is not the true anmm. 
Wall, a most expert wrestler of Ramus, in the original Greek the word that has been 
a d  had a friendly bout with him. He translated Paradise means simply a place of 
conquered Wall, who up to that time departed spirits. To that place the penitent 
a dampion. About the same time thief Was conveyed, and there doubtlessly he 
received the baptism necessary for his 
admission to the heavenly kingdom."  hat 
in his relations to the women of Nauvoo there 
deb ted  Morse." His aplomb, under was much freedom seems to be established by 
a great vdety of proof. Stenhouse, the apes- 
tate Mormon author, writing in 1874 says : 
of the Trinity had appeared to him #'There are now probably about a dozen &- 
occasion of the firsr revelation, he 
on his right hand, and he said: 'I 
Father, and this Being on my right 
my Son, Jesus Christ."' Again, in 
on one occasion, he made the state 
baptism was essential to salvation. 
cried a Methodist clergyman who 
the listeners, "What do you say 
of the penitent thief? You knew 
I NAUVOO AND TBB PBOPEE~.  xra 
ters in Utah who proudly acknowledge them- 
selves to be the wives of Joseph; and how 
many others there may have been who held 
that relationship no man knoweth." In  per- 
m ran, at this period, Smith had @own fat; he 
displayed a taste for jewelry; and his glance 
is said to have been furtive and hard to fir. 
But Josiah Quincy, af Massachusetts, who 
met him shortly before his assassination, says 
.that he was a fine looking man, and that "one L muld not resist the impression that capacity 
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and resource were natural to his stalwap~ 8 .actually to be enjoyed only in the world 
son." Summing up his career to the to come, but prospectively to be enjoyed 
when he became a presi here. No objection being made to this 
Stenhouse says : "The poor farm proposal, it was carried out. In the words of 
merges in the preacher ; the preacher ~ ~ s e p h  Smith, Jr., " spiritual affinities were 
a translator, a prophet, a sought after ; the hitherto sacred precincts of 
banker, an editor, a may home were invaded ; less and less restraint 
eral, a candidate for the was exercised ; the lines between virtue and 
world's greatest republi license, before sharply drawn, grew more and 
though not the least di more indistinct. Spiritual companionship for 
ments, he becomes the hu the world to come, deriving its sanction from 
f polygamy was not an an earthly priesthood, might (it was thought) 
among the Mormons until the U under the same sanction, be antedated and 
Its origin among them put to actual test here; . . . . a wife in fact 
also, secretly, as a doctrine, was was supplemented by one in spirit who in 
spent in Nauvoo. The steps in its easy transition became one in fact also." 
ment were substantially as follows : Some examples of the working of this 
elders who were regretting that doctrine of plurality among the Saints are 
with their wives, in whom they had given by Mrs. Emily M. Austin. Mrs. Austin 
to be exceptionally fortunate, woul was a respectable woman who joined the 
nate with the present life, co Mormons before their removal to Missouri. 
novel idea of being remarried for e She afterwards lived much in Nauvoo, taught 
A ceremony to this end acco school there, and became well known. She 
performed. Thereupon certain other 
whose conjugal relations were not s 
factory, suggested that they be p (comparatively scarce) entitled " Life Among 
to lighten their burden by the Mormons," in w%ich she speaks from a 
with some of their sisters knowledge personal and direct. "A note 
cangenial to them than their ' was sent to me [one day]," she says in 
* 
- 
"desiring my attendance a 
Deacon Lovey's. I at once 
gan to question who it could be. There 
t; {Elmyra Mack. I was more Gonished 
. 3 
..,, , . khan I ever was. There sat his other 
i looking perfectly happy. The ceremony 
' said, after which a lively time ensued, an4 
seemed joyous and full of merriment." B 
versation with Mrs. b, her husband I 
' '  up in a splendid carriage and asked if I n: 
' 
myself of the great work which was enjoi 
, ,, upon us as God's children? I told hb 
knew of nothing but to serve God with 
honest and upright heart. 'This is not 
he said ; ' God's work is progressive, ever 
" ward. As his children grow more numa 
their wants increase. He does for us dl 
: wish or desire, if we trust in Him. Her 
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- command,' he replied, 'which He h& given [ : :;$a 
through His servant Joseph ; that is, a man ' .  'a 
c m  
a n  have all the wives he can get, if he marria 4 them for time and eternity ; that is, if he takes ,.. 
care of them in time, they will also be his in 
eternity ; for the glory of man is the woman ; 
' b e  more women he has the more glory will I crown him in heaven. And now, if when you consider this properly, you think it better to have one who will provide for and protect you, let me know pour mind, and all will be 
s candidate for the presidency, had achieved , 
the glory of becoming the husband of many 
I Trouble, the result of rivalry, long since had broken out between him and his. lieutenant ,$." John C. Bennett, and Bennett had gone to the East. Certain influential persons (among #, them William Law, Wilson Law, and , ,,, Dr. R. D. Foster) had been cut off from ,:I the church, and were bitterly hostile. ill'/! 
'7 
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and dislike of the Mormons, eng for comment : every man will make his 
by political and other causes, was m 
. Let it be made with powder and ball I " 
itself. Into the midst of all this ernor Ford was appealed to. He came 
spark to a magazine of powder, the Carthage, the county seat, made a show of 
incident of June 7th, 1845. The L litary force, and the two Smiths, after some 
others had established a newspap gotiations, surrendered themselves into the 
the Nauvoo Expositor. I t  professed vernor's hands and were lodged in the 
the Mormon doctrines, but repudi hage jail. Meanwhile armed bands were 
claims of Smith. As a vulnerable rnngregating at several points in anticipation 
Smith's character, it assailed his bf orders to attack Nauvoo. The Mormon 
Thereupon the excitement in Nauv leaders having given themselves up, these 
tremendous. The city council, un m d s  were now directed by the governor to 
lead of the prophet, met and, after fsperse. Many of them did so ; others were 
inflammatory talk, voted the ot thus to be cheated of their prey. On 
office a public nuisance an ne z7th, in the governor's absence at 
abated. This order not being comp uvoo whither he had gone to make an 
by the proprietors, the press and type dress to the citizens, a mob collected from 
paper were pitched into the street direction of Warsaw. Rolling into Carth- 
prophet's deputies and destroyed. Fol e, it made straight for the jail, put aside 
upon this, came the arrest of Smith feeble guard it found there, and &shed 
brother Hynun by a constable of the ards the room on the upper floor in which 
md their prompt release under a re confined Joseph and Hyrum Smith. 
habeas c q & s  issued by the Nau heard the mob coming and threw their 
council. Such a direct defiance les against the door to bar ingress. Several 
ity of the state by the Mormons, as. were fired by the mob through the door 
delivery under this writ, roused great s ; the door itself was then burst open 
merit, among the gentiles. "Citizens more shots firedr One of them killed 
claimed the Warsaw SpJ, anent Smith. The prophet was not so 
. 
renue, "&rise, one and all l . . . We isposed of. He stood by the door 
hill side some two hundred feet south 0s 
Temple. This vauJt was encased by stone 
)g and closed by iron doors. The bodies 
. . . .  
-e buried no one but she and her sons 
w then ; and no one but the two sons who 
vive her, Joseph and Alexander, know now. 
rked the year immediately following the 
qhet's death. There were bold robberies 
I still bolder assassinations. From the 
. . 
aants, cauea me Dons or uan or uanite~. 
early Mormon apostates had made 
object, they had said, was to drive out &s- 
ters from the church. If any, on being 
. . . . . .  - _L 
ined before the Congressional corn- 
ittee, had said that he was present on 
. . . .. .. . --. 
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the following somewhat remarkable c 
were told of how the Danites, mounted on 
ascribe the perpetration of the th 
beries, and murders which were now 
daring to unbar their doors after nightfall. 
In May, 1845, a German family in Lee 8 , 
County, Iowa,(the county in which is the vil- 
, voo outrages would seem to be that hge of Montrose) was murdered in a manner 
exceptionally brutal. The murderers, the 
Bodge brothers, were tracked to Nauvoo by 
Edward Bonney, and discovered to be liv- 
ing in a remote part of the town. Their 
house was surrounded, they were captured, 
,md, after a trial and conviction, hanged. 
were able to raise in the minds of 
fhe outlaw bands. He has been charged with 
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 end of the old chief Black Hawk. He now 
(1845) was living in a substantial, and, for 
the times, elegant mansion on the island of 
~ ~ c k  Island in the Mississippi river, one hun- 
dred and twenty miles above Nauvoo. About 
his dwelling towered lofty old oaks ; while 
' before it, along the margin of a beautiful 
greensward, hastened the great stream. On 
the fourth of July, 1845, Colonel Davenport 
chest of a merchant of that town. BU wm sitting in his parlor reading. His family 
merchant chanced aIso to be a Saint. 
' were away at a picnic gathering. Hearing a 
I J I  
:I while Saint number one had no conscien slight noise at the rear of the house, he 
:; , .i scruples against robbery in general, he stepped into the hall to investigate its cause. 
I :, qualms as to the propriety of one Saint 
Here he was confronted by three men. One 
bing another. He therefore sought gui of the three discharged a pistol at him, the 
'i from the head of the church. m t  ball taking effect in his thigh. He was then 
seized, thrown down, bound with strips of 
hickory bark, and blindfolded. Next he was 
would have carried into effect his ori dragged by his collar and long gray hair up 
the broad stairway of his mansion to an upper 
room containing a closet in which, in an iron 
One of the most celebrated cases safe, were his money and valuables. This safe 
der attributed to the Mormons was ' the robbers forced him to open. After secur- 
ing its contents, chiefly money, they placed 
their victim, now weak from loss of blood, on 
a bed there was in the room, and demanded 
more money. The* Colonel pointed to a 
drawer in his dressing table. The robbers 
I 
opened a wrong one by mistake, and, think- 
* 
' I  
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ing they had been deceived, choked Colonel Davenport was held in Joseph 
tim till he fainted. This they dl rnith's old council chamber in Nauvoo:' 
reviving him each time by forcing water The effect of occurrences such as have just 
his mouth and by dashing it in his face. k e n  described, and of statements like this one 
his fainting a third time, they fled. C by Birch, upon the already prejudiced and 
Davenport died from the effect of his @%cited minds of the anti-Mormonsor gentiles, 
on the day following the robbery. can well be imagined. On the 1st of October, 
many years after this tragedy and a 1$45, a convention of ,delegates from nine of 
Federal Government has pur &e counties adjacent to Hancock County (the 
Island,and mgde it tbe site of a one in which Nauvoo is situated) assembled 
the mansion of Cblonel Davenport 8 ,at Carthage and passed a resolution that " it 
solitary and abandoned on the banks now too late to attempt a settlement of the 
Mississippi. For a long time &e floor resent difficulties upon any other basis than 
balk the steps of the stair-de, v d  tb t of the removal of the Mormons from the 
of ,the room i n  which the Colonel e." On the same day a written promise 
adseply 61ood-stained, were shown to the Mormons would leave the state, ar;s 
?he plasterihg from1 the walls and mili t as they could sell their property and 
now so fallen upon and codred bath e other necessary arrangements, was 
and flook that any traces of blood, 19 signed by Brigham Young and put in the 
exist, are hidden from sight. But to bands of a committee appointed by Governor 
tinue: The perpetrators of this rob Ford to confer with the Mormon leaders. 
and murder were ferreted out by Bo 'Among the members of this committee was 
after some detective work of which the 
. Douglas. Preparations for de- 
suers of Jean Valjean would not h the Mormons were rapidly pushed 
ashamed, and, with one exception, n November ~ ~ t h ,  t e Zmcs and 
to trial. One of them-Birch-td made announcement that fifteen or 
evidence and made a confession. thousand perqns were preparing for 
confessiop,, among other things, he us in the coming spring. I t  also an- 
"The first' cowldl for arragiag the ced that the number of families repre- 
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t ' 8  -;., whether those of our families and friends who At ,. A 
are necessarily left behind for a season shall C . -- - L L - 3 . . . 
I departure, as laid down in the circular, wtrs not adhered to as to the time of starting, for the first company of exiles crossed the Mis- sissippi river on the ice on February 5th. .. . .. .. . I 
m~ng ~ u w a r u s  me lnlSSOUn at r yuinr wnere 
now is the city of Council Bluffs. 
. .. 
remained to be done. As early as October 5, 
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1845, the windows were in, also in the ordinances of washings, an &I; 
floors, seats, and pulpits ; and a nointings, and prayer. Of these different j 
' gregation had been present at an 1 rooms none were wholly finished except per- \,'' 
ma1 service. By the last of J a n u q  hapa the main assembly room. In the second /," 
' the Temple was as nearly completed story the floor was not even laid. Surround- I ,  
ever became. At either end of the ing the Temple square a trench had been dug, ii 
assembly room, which occupied the first some six feet wide and deep, which was tohave 
were the pulpits for the four pries& been filled with masonry as a base for a heavy 
one above another according to rank iron fence. The massive walls of the Temple 
lowest for the President of the Elde their two tiers of round windows, and the 
his two counsellors; the next for the environing trench which had been excavated, 
dent of the High Priesthood and hi were but confirmatory proof to the gentiles of 
counsellors ; the third for the President the sinister purposes of the Mormons. One 
Melchisedec (Aaronic) Priesthood and suspicious gentile thought the Temple imper- 
, two counsellors; the fourth and highest, vious to the heaviest artillery ; its round win- 
?, the President of the whole church and his do= port holes ; and the trench a foundation 
I n '  counsell~rs. The last pulpit the Mar step in the erection of a massive Stone Out- 
"! I held in the profoundest reverence as a work ten feet high. I t  was hatred by the 
'!", sentation of Moses' seat into which gentiles that forced the Mormon artisan, as he 
crowd the Scribes and Pharisees. Bene wrought at his task during the time of the 
main assembly room was the basement 
~ ~ o d u s ,  (for the Temple must be completed 
it the great Baptismal-fount-a tank according to the command of the Lord) to 
feet square, supported upon twelve stone place weapons at his side, while watch and 
' and ascended by a flight of steps. ~ b o  w ~ d  were kept from the Temple roof. 
main assembly room was an upper 8 That the Temple ever was dedicated with 
bly room, and beneath and above this, in any other ceremony than that of a prayer by 
!" recesses of the structure, were some s Brigham Young on th? occasion of the meet- 
booms. There was also an attic - ing in it of the congregation in October, 1845, 
ing a suite of apartments for the we a there is no cause to believe. But a pictur- 
: &  
p7-;. , ; 
d l i 2  1 .,.'vYi 
e 
, , , , 
- 
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heir effects and buy t e a s  &d wagons. But 
&e impatience of the gentiles was not to be 
raained.  Under the guise of a skiff's posse 
to enforce the execution of a writ, a Wtalion 
of some six or eight hundred men mastered 
in the latter days of August, and, early in 
the elders of the church returned to N september, took up its march for Nauvoa. 
in disguise. Once within the sacred enc This move was not unexpected by the Mor- 
of the Temple, their disguises quickly mans, and on September gth, their sentries 
thrown aside and they stood forth in a on the roof of the TempIe descried the 
splendor of sacerdotal vestments. The dvancing troops. On September uth ,  
apartments glowed with the typical em Brockman, the officer commanding the bat- 
of sun, moon, and stars. The cerem talion, sent a flag of truce into the town and 
were protracted through the night and demanded its surrender. The demand was 
the dawning of the next day. Then the refused and a skirmish of about an hour's 
guises were resumed, the decorations rem duration occurred batween the4nvading force 
and the company separated as mysteriou md such of the Mormons as had not yet 
crossed the river. Each side was provided 
thistale(and for what tale does not some ~ t h  a few light pieces of field artillery, and 
by those in the hands of the invaders some 
damage was done to buildings. The contest 
revels were held in the Temple of such was brought to an end through the intervention 
of a deputation of citizens from Quincg, Ill., 
and, on September 16th, the Mormons signed 
of God at Jerusalem a den of thieves. an agreement to leave the state or disperse with- 
out delay. They also agreed that in the mean- 
while the gentiles should take possession of 
the torn. In less thdn twenty-four hours the 
whole Mormon population, now r e d u d  to 
get away, and upon them fell the so city. No one met me there. I looked 
&ough the quiet everywhere was such that I 
,bwd the flies buzz and the water ripples 
Cweak against the shallows of the beach. I 
d k e d  through the solitary streets. The 
gmn lay as in a dream, under some deaden- % 
spell of loneliness, from which I almost 
d towake it." . . . . "I went into empty 
shops and smithies. The spinner's wheel 
idle; the carpenter had gone from his 
kbench. Fresh bark was in the tanner's 
together on the flat ground opposit and the fresh chopped light wood stood 
tress. Nine births took place the first 
of the encampment. Moreover, that 
the Saints, who, months before this, had 
n their march over the prairies of Iowa ? 
eir last meeting in council in Nauvoo, 
George A. Smithx is said to have re- 
sucked-in set of fellows ; but I am going 
ft a vivid narrative of what he saw. ' 
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to take my family and cross the ri g of the face again to the westward. On 
the Lord will open the way." Whew q th ,  the Mormon hosts reaehed a point 
is now Decatur County, Iowa, which 
named Garden G r o v ~  Here, at the 
of the bugle, all assembled, and an or- 
nalrbd prairies. Around on was effected for the purpose of 
ered grass, and much of the time only lands in cultivation and thus providing 
skim were seen above. The fires of tk f subsistence for the further stages of 
ceding autumn had destroyed the drp ey. Soon hundreds were at work, 
along the streams, and in the litting rails, making fences, 
was with extreme difficulty s for houses, building bridges, dig- 
from freezing. Many and making plows. A strong de- 
catarrh and rheumatism. As the s ent was then separated from the main 
. on, hemy rains fell, and the black n to occupy the new settlement. On 
prairie was converted into bog. at a point in what is now Union 
waded and floundered men, women, c ch the Mormons called Mt. 
oxen, and horses. A mile or two a 
er and the main column was at the Missouri, 
Then a swollen stream would be e the extreme limit of Iowa Territory, near 
and the whole expedition would ere now is located the city of Council 
for a fortnight. Deaths were frequen 
burials were infinitely pathetic. From While on the march, the Mormons still had 
some eight or nine feet long, &a o be an object of mingled curiosity 
would be stripped in h the gentiles. Tales concerning 
body then would be 
the d o l e  laid in 
there would be a party of the Saiats, clad in spangled 
headed by an elder -in 
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teaching baptism and the kingdom of 1 
Still another tale was that an elder, wit; 
ton ~ioux.- Finally it was darkly whi 
twelve brass field pieces. 
The hills on the Iowa shore of the M 
'1 
c$ed the council bluffs. On these hU 
on f he level land at their base, were 1 
the white tents and drawn up the white- 
wagons of the exiles. It was full n 
Herd boys tended sheep, cows, an& 4 
on the slo~es. At the river marain. 
camp fires. The scene was varied am 
with animation. To make it even m 
mln the Pottawattomie Indians sent a depr 
d e r  their distinguished chief, P i 4  
' I . '  
:;'I 8 8 
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lins, horns, sleigh -bells 
When the frolic was over, the military 
were d e d  forward and blessed by 
thoxities of the church, and on the n 
were fairly off for the war. 
then resumed their mom 
ward into the wilderness. 
"The time of winter now is o'er, 
There's verdure on the plain ; 
We leave our sheltering roofs once 
And to our tents again. 
0, camp of Israel, onward move; 
0, Jacob, rise and ring ; 
Ye saints, the world's salvatim prove ; 
All hail to Zion's King l" 
FIRST MEETING WITH THE ' 
DAHKOTAHS 
I ? $4 DAHKOTAHS. k , ,  
- I ; , 1 ;," 
'Vet, h are " "taw-&#,a. 7k 1 ! ) \  If,:' 
- L 'l'r ,.I .' 
FOR an unknown period of time before the 11 8 9, :, ( ft,: Jtl1 ye= 1600, the Dahkotah, or as they are now . , , 
generally called, the Sioux nation of Indians, " #  
ranged that part of the continent of North 
, ,, America extending fmm the Rocky moun- 8 ,  , f 
' 1  1 .,GI ,;[ Dins to Lake Superior and the Misissippi 
, , 
river, and from what are now the British '1 '  
provinces southward to about the parallel of , 
forty-five degrees north latitude. They were 
wise in council and fierce in war. In these 
, 
respects they resembled the Iroquois. Indeed 
-- - - 
they were called by the Jesuit missionaries 
, , , 
sent among them the Iroquois of the West. 
The 1 ten 
1 as well as those of the South rEa.+l a - ~ h n  .. p f d  
had up to the present time kept up a kind of ,i 
, peace with them ; but afFairs having become ' , t  
embroiled, and some murders even having 41!1d3 
1 , , 8 189 
/ . , , I  + ;  
Y ' l  
h ,  , . * I  ' , I  
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been committed on both sides, our 
had reason to apprehend that the sto 
burst upon them, and judged that it 
for them to leave the place." Thorn 
Anderson, who figured on the side 
British at the taking of Fort Shelby, 
du Chien, in 1813, and who had been an 
trapper among the Sioux, thus wrote i 
journal concerning these Indians as 1 
the beginning of the present cen 
must do the Sioux the justice to 
the whole they are the most cl 
best regulations as a tribe, . . . 
swiftest pedestrians, best bow and arr 
the most enormous eaters at their 
yet can abstain longer without fo 
any of the [other] numerow tribe 
- 
met." 
The name Dahkotah means " frie 
confederated tribes, and is the only 
which this people are known to the 
Their name Sioux is a modification 
final syllables of the Ojibway word N 
siwug. Nadowaisiwug literally means 
unto the adders," and is the name by 
the Iroquois always have been known 
. Ojibways. I t  was the early French 
caries and traders who first abbrevi 
h u g  and then media siw1cg to 
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d'orrx. The elimination by the French of the 
sound for which the English letter w stands 
was most natural, for this sound is not repre- 
sented in the French alphabet. Charlevoix 
writes in his admirable history : "The name 
Scioux that we give to these Indians is en- 
tirely of our making, or rather it is but the 
last two syllables of the name Nadouessioux, 
as many nations call them." 
The origin of the Dahkotahs, like that of 
the other nations of Indians in North Amer- 
ica, is unknown. They perhaps came into 
Minnesota from the region north of Lake 
Superior where they had had conflicts with 
the Esquimaux. The first attempt to classify 
them was made by Le Sueur in 1700. He 
discriminated them into Scioux of the East 
and Scioux of the West. Later attempts have 
resulted in classifying them in three divisions. 
The first division is the Issati, Isanyati, or 
Issanti, Sioux-those who ranged to the 
eastward of the Mississippi river. The name 
Issanti seems to have been derived from Isan- 
tamade or Knife Lake, one of the Mille Lacs, 
Minnesota, near which this branch once lived. 
The second grand division of the Dahkotahs 
is the Ihanktonwan, ,(pronounced E-hawnk- 
twawn) or Yankton ; this name means " Vil- 
:I 
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of the Issanti, ranging to the Missouri who lived near the entrance to Lake Superior. 
The third division is the Tee-twaun or His journey thence is best described in the 
tonwan. This name means 'gVillage in words of the Jesuit Rclafiore of 1643. He 
prairie." The Tintonwans ranged frod embarked from the territory of the Hurons 
Missouri river to the Rocky mountains, with seven savages ; . . . . . when they ar- 
were the fiercest and most warlike of rived there [the country of the Men of the 
nation. sea], they drove two sticks into the ground 
At different times from 1615 to 1634, and hung presents upon them to prevent the 
Chevalier, Samuel de Champlain, Govern people from taking them for enemies and 
1 
New France, had heard it said that four murdering them. At a distance of two days 
dred leagues to the west of Quebec journey from this tribe, he [had] sent one of 
dwelt a people that formerly had lived n his savages to carry them the news of peace 
distant sea, and who on that gccount which was well received, especially when they 
called the Tribe-of-the-Men-of-the-Sea heard it was a European who brought the 
was told, moreover, that this Tribe of tha message. They dispatched several young 
held intercourse with a people living still men to go to meet the manitou, that is, the 
west who reached them by crossing wonderful man ; they come, they escort him, 
expanse of water in large canoes m they carry all his baggage. He was clothed 
I W O O ~ ,  instead of bark, and who, in a large garment of China damask strewn 
'' :their shaved heads, their beardless c with flowers and birds of various colors. As 
their strange costumes, might perhaps soon as he came in sight, all the women and 
Tartars or Chinese. Stimulated by a children fled, seeing a man carry thunder in 
h ~ o w  if Tartivy or China could be both hands. They called thus the two pistols 
merely by crossing the American co he was holding. The news of his coming 
Champlain employed Jean Nicolet, spread immediately to the surrounding places 
and interpreter of the Company of the -and four or five thousand men assembled. 
dred Associates, to undertake a 
dhc0ve-q. Nicolet set out on 
July, 1634. He at length reached 
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This country of the Men of the 1703, Pepys' manuscripts were ~cattered and 
which Nicolet had come, was the coun gadisson's narrative was obtained by the col- 
!lector Richard Rawlinson. From him it 
drifted into the Bodleian library where it now 
consin. The people to the west of the , is. But to resume. In 1659, the Sieurs 
Radisson and Groseilliers visited the town 
of the Mascoutins, situated on Fox river, 
donned his robe of yellow dam 
' thirty-seven miles from Green Bay. The 
met nor saw. They were the Mascoutms "told us," says Radisson, " of a 
the denizens of the wilderness bey Inntion called Nadoneceronon wch is very 
, strong wth whom they weare in warres." 
These Nadoneceronons were in fact the Dah- 
meet any of the Dahkotah nation, and to kotahs-the people spoken of in 1689 by 
a record of the fact, were Pierre d ' ~  iperrot as Nadouesioux, and in 1767 by Car- 
Sieur Radisson and his brother-in-law, ,ver as Naudawises ; in other words, the Sioux. 
dard Chouart, Sieur Groseilliers. These : Our travelers, however, did not come in M' ..formed a partnership to mvel ,actual contact with the Dahkotahs or Sioux 
till I 662. In that year they crossed the Mis- 
:sissippi and ascended into the Mille Lacs 
pgion of what is now the state of Minne- 
sota. While here, writes Radisson, " there 
and his companion were in Lon& came z men from a strange country, who had 
a dogg. These men were Nadoneseronons. 
They were so much respected that nobody 
durst not offend them, being that we were 
upon their land wth their leave." Some two 
months later than thiq the Dahkotahs sent a 
deputation of eight of their young men to 
visit Radisson an 
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them assurances of friendship. T 
sadors brought with them a e, believing realp by the same meanes 
of the buffalo and 
travelers at once arrayed 
Indians then literally fell upon the 
their new found friends and wept, th bows and arrows. The arrows were inted with bits of stags' horn. The dress the words of Radisson, " 
their tears." They next these Indains was scant and their bodies ly colored with paint. On the next pipe, no ordinary tobacco b 
wishes it understood, for he me a large band of Dahkotahs. " They 
, only brought forth wh sson, " with an incredible 
for heaven and earth." me think of ye Intrance 
seems to have b ye Polanders did in Paris, saving that they 
The bowl was of red pi lls, but instead of these 
so many feathers." First among 
as a man's fist. The stem was five 
and an inch in diameter. Attach were young warriors armed with the 
and arrow and buckler. The buckler 
stem, near the bowl, 
on the shoulder and upon it were 
sentations of the sun, the moon 
feathers of ducks and of birds of beasts. The faces of the wamors 
age. After an interval of silence re daubed with paint. Their hair had been 
ade to stand erect through the application 
and his companion 
which they threw into the fire a it of a paste made of grease and red earth, 
ensued caused the S 
flee in terror. "We to the extremity of 
a few bits of turquoise. Some Radisson, "to reassure them of 
ings. We visited them in their ached to the head, with fiendish con- 
, the horns of the buffalo ; others the 
where they received us all trem The ears of many were 
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' alliance with the French, their thought being, 
: mording to Radisson, "that the true means 
br the star. A1 'to gett the victory was to have a thunder," 
leggins and moccasins. ' (fire arms) with which the French were well 
'supplied. After the council a feast was an- 
nounced. Four beautiful maids, carrying 
bear skins, preceded the travelers to the place 
heels of the young men followed the where the feast had been prepared. One of 
gadisson's party then indulged in some sing- 
ing, after which, says Radisson, " we began our 
ble gravity. Besides the calumet teeth to worke." The meal consisted, among 
" the elders " carried other things, of wild rice. At its end the trav- 
according to Radisson, " all ye elen made gifts to their entertainers of "hatch- 
enclosed." They had not painted ets," knives, awles, needles, "looking glasses 
but they wore the same head d made of tine," little bells, ivory combs, and a 
young men. Bringin pot of vermilion. A special gift of necklaces 
cession came the women laden like and bracelets was made to the Indian maidens 
Indeed, almost hidden from sight, who had served at the dinner. "This last 
under their enormous burdens, the gift," says Radisson, " was in general1 for all 
which, our narrator ye women to love us and give us to eat when 
equivalent to its bignesse." In less we should come to their cottages." The 
an hour the women had unslung their Indians expressed their gratification at this 
taken from them the tent skins, and munificence by shouts of Hol Ho! Ho! 
the tepees. The travelers next paid a visit to the nation 
A council then convened at of the Christinos who dwelt a seven days 
journey to the northward of the Mille Lacs. 
They then returned to the Bceuf band of the 
a present to the fbrmer of huh1 
akiwl. They did this by way of 
The summering grounds of these 
were further south-probably near 
now located the city of Dubuque in 
of Iowa. 
I ' .  ,, 11, Bceufs, Radisson and Groseilliem, 
final and friendly leave of the Dahk HE TRAGEDY AT MINNEWAUKON 
out in the direction of theSauIt Ste. 
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r AMONG the hills and prairies of northwestern I :  
41owa are the three lakes, East Okobogi, We@ 
Okobogi, and Minnewaukon. Minnewaukon 
or Spirit Water is the largest of the three. I t  
is circular in shape, and covers an are& of 
twelve square miles. To the east of it the 
' 
country is bare and rolling; to the west sre 
8 low bluffs dotted with groves. In the thought 
I of the Indian it was the abode of spirits ; he 
regarded it with superstitious awe, and is said 
: never bat once to have profaned its surface 
with canoe and paddle. On this one occa- 
sion an Indian maiden, captured in a far land, I had been rescued by her lover, and with him had taken flight across the lake. In b l M  rage her captors cast away prudence and launched their canoes in pursuit. Midway in the passage a storm arose ; the outraged genii 
i of the place appealed to the gods of the wind 
and thunder, and the daring and impious 
' band were overwhelmed. East Okobogi 
- (okobogi means place of rest) begins at the 
I foot of Minnewa~~kon, from whicb it is nar- 
: rowly separated, and' extends southeaswardly 
203 
I &r the leaves on the trees had Nrned to yellow and red, flocks of wild dach and geese, %mb countless in number, that at 
tima darkened the air with &eir plumage, 
came steadily on from the north till the lakes 
lay spread below ; then suddenly wheeled awd 
d e e d e d  into &a with a mi- splash 
I Northwest,  inn-&on and its &nPanion lakes were yet within the bodera of the great territory dominated by the Dahgotah or Sioux 
I --- mt,  the R O C ~ ~  Mountains on the west, the Candisa possessions on the north, arnd an ancer;hain line on the south near the parallel of for&-five degrees north Inatitude. Except- 
Indian characteristics upon our continent. 
k a m e  S ~ X  is &c3m Nadwioux, the word used 
anc 
corn 
Lacs, 
rhep 
tion. 
way : 
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:hey 
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The Tintonwans were the fiercest and also the 
as descriptive of the Iroquois as well most westerly of the Dahkotahs. They dwelt 
Dahkotahs. on the plains. Their name, indeed, indicates 
&eir place of habitahon ; it means dwellers 
in the prairie. The number of the Dah- 
kotah-taking them in all their branches- 
originally was large, and continued to be 
so down to recent years. It was placed by 
PanY of the Dahkotahs near the the earliest French writers at forty thousand. 
In I 763 Lieutenant James Gorrell, the British 
were even then a famous and dre officer in command at Detroit, placed it at 
Says Radisson, in his quaint, ' thirty thousand. In 1852 Rev. Stephen R. 
‘'They were so much Riggs, a missionary among the Dahkotahs, 
durst not.offend them.' thought it to be twenty-five thousand. : 
I 837 the Issanti division ceded all its lands 
were found to be east of the Mississippi to the United States, 
and retired to the region of the St. Peter's 
river in Minnesota. Besides the Meddewa- 
kantonwan band of the Issanti, there Was also 
the Wakpekute. This band was in constant 
war with the Sacs and Foxes of Iowa until 
made a prisoner in 16b, m d  by the removal of the latter from Iowa Territory 
the death of the good father in the year 1845. There were two chiefs of 
the W;ckpekute : Wamdisapa or Black Eagle 
and Tsagi. Wamdisapa and his immediate 
followers were savages of such unusual fero- 
city a d  ardor that khey could not dwell at 
' ~ ~ p ~ p s r i n t h b ~ a a ~ ,  
$rr*tbprhh~as .  peace wen with their o m  band. They there- 
fore separated f ~ n n  it and went west to h e  
IA 
f 
1: 
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lands on the Vermillion river. So q 
was this sepnration that in 1851, rql 
Issanti tribe ceded the territory ow 
them in Minnesota, Wamdisapa's con 
was not deemed a part of the Wd 
b m e  by the name of ~idominad6 
Wamdisapa's death this brave became 
the band. He was holding this pd 
the time of the settlement of the 7 
about Fort Dodge in.Iowa, and with hi 
. - two of his children were fo& 4 
' his lodge. They all had been ki l l4  
trader named Henry Lott, who immq 
afterwards had burned his dwelling 4 
feeding in the bottom land&  hem 
chief had taken his rifle, mounted a 
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if on short commons, still more instantaneous quickness. In the well 
devouring half-singed skunk m a  settled parts of Iowa roads were blockaded 
cent. fish. He must have appeared business brought to a stop, and great suffering 
terrifying and rev entailed. How life fared with the pioneers of 
wm ; his face daubed with black s the lake country, most of us can with difficulty 
feathers in his hair, and m;rligna imagine. Their houses were of logs, entrance 
to which was barred only by rude, wooden 
doors, hung on wooden hinges and fastened 
iag fW persons, b by wooden latch pieces. Many of them had 
dong MhIiewauko no floors. In others prairie grass had been 
spread over the ground and secured in place by 
a covering of rag carpet. Heat was obtained 
a half dozen famil from the stove on which the scant meals of the 
For9 miles to the south of the family were cooked. There were no supplies, 
other than game, except as they were brought 
E m m d u r g  now stands, were five or from points distant nearly a hundred miles. 
families. There were also, some 
~t was at night, more especially, that a sharp 
farmsteads to the sense of the solitude and isolation of their 
Siwx river. AM position was forced upon these people. The 
~ W Y  and about h a d  lakes gleamed in the clear light of the 
bantier. The winter of I 8 ~ ~ 7 , .  in moon. All else of nature was snow hidden ; 
mystic, beautiful, yet inexpressibly desolate 
and waste. Wolves cried, and the snapping 
and cracking of the frost-pervaded forest 
raised in the minds of the startled hearer 
visions none the less appalling that they were 
ill-defined. Or it 'bas a night (and there 
were many such at the lakes) on which a 
blizzard, a visitation literally from the land 
u 
to be described later on-that this mar- 
ing of Indians betokened a plan on their 
' bble Kabibonokka of Indian to devastate and depopulate northwestern 
' I  
" &&d and hurried 
Before it were driven the fine 
Rowland G h e r  -a settler living on the 
shore of Lake West Okobogi- rose 
so that Gadner himself might gain 
bme for the journey to Fort Dodge on p& he was to start that day. Rowland 
man would have ~ ~ d n e r ' s  family comprised his wife, a 
h&ughter of thirteen, a son of about six, a 
',llJl&ed daughter, her husband, her little 
and her infant. While breakfast Was 
progress, an Indian entered and asked 
food, He was at once given a seat at the 
(table with the family. Soon other Indians 
until the cabin was filled with fifteen 
satisfied. They then be- 
emanded ammunition and 
, many things besides. One of them snatched 
presided over by the chief Ish I a box of gun caps from the hand of Gardner ; 
S 1 e e ~ ~ - E ~ e o  It was the opiniw another tried to seize from the wall a horn of 
William Witlims, who led the *elf s was foiled by Gardneh 
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son-in-law, Luce. The Indian who 
foiled then drew up his rifle, app 
kill Luce, but did not discharge the 
At this juncture two of 
tlers, Dr. Isaac Harriot 
called at the Gardner cabin to le 
be taken to Fort Dodge. Gardn 
he could not leave his family tha 
Indians evidently were in an 
Harriot and Snyder made light 
ion, did some trading with Inkp 
and then went to the 
another settler, James 
near the cabin of Harriot 
and a man by the name of 
temporarily to have been 
Gardnem, set forth on t 
three o'clock the repo 
in rapid succession reached the Gard 
the direction of the 
some two hours 
pense, Gardner unb 
out to reconnoiter the ground. 
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saying that nine Indians were ap- 
proaching the house and that the inmates 
qere dl doomed to die. He wished, how- 
ever, to barricade the door and make a de- 
termined fight. This his wife and married 
daughter persuaded him not to do, but still 
further to trust to the policy of conciliation. 
It was now five o'clock. The day had been 
one of exceptionally fine weather. The sun 
had risen in a cloudless sky and the sky was yet 
clear and blueas he neared his setting. A huge 
ball of flame he sank slowly beneath the 
horizon lighting up the lakes and the whit- 
ened prairie with a crimson glow. The nine 
Indians who had been approaching now 
entered the cabin. One of them roughly 
demanded meal. Gardner turned to get it, 
and was instantly shot through the heart. 
, The women, excepting Abigal Gardner, the 
daughter of thirteen, were then beaten over 
the head by the Indians with the butts of 
their rifles, dragged into the cabin dooryard, 
and scalped. What next occurred is best 
told in Abigal Gardner's own words. She 
says: "During these awful scenes I was 
seated in a chair, holding my sister's baby in 
my arms ; her little boy on one side, and my 
little brother on the other, clinging to me in 
error. They seized the children, tearing 
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them from me one by one, while 
their little arms to me, 
protection that I was 
Heedless of their cries, 
out of doors and beat them to d 
sticks of stovewood." 
Abigal Gardner was made a cap 
Indians and taken to 
been erected about the 
she was met by a sight 
that which she had just beheld. 
but the woods were illuminated, 
camp fires of the Indians, and by th 
of the burning cabin. Scattered 
ground were the mutilated remains 
persons, men, women, and children. 
the burning cabin were two more vi 
yet dead, but rending the air with 
agony as the flames devoured th 
were some slight evidences of 
the part of the settlers. Dr. H 
a broken rifle grasped in his haa 
were lying near the bodies of 
. Snyder. Their work of death 
the present, the savages celebrated 
war-dance. "Near the ghastly c 
over the blood-stained snow; " 
Gardner, " with blackened faws 
mcouth gestures; and with wild 
bed 
for 
ive. 
lern 
rith 
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  el led them to desist." ,.' :,&#! 
The next day the cabins belonging to the 
other settlers about the lakes were visited by 
Inkpaduta and his party, and the inmates 
either shot or brained with clubs. The wives 
of three of the settlers, Noble, Thatcher, and 
Marble, were taken captive as had been the 
daughter of Rowland Gardner. The Indians 
then made ready to quit the county of the 
three lakes and Iowa. Before doing so, how- 
ever, they peeled a section of bark from a 
large tree that stood near the Marble cabin, 
on the west shore of Minnewaukon, and on 
the white surface thus exposed left in picture 
writing a record of their deeds. The num- 
ber of persons killed by them (thirty-two in 
all) was indicated with entire accuracy by 
rude sketches of human figures transfixed 
with arrows. There was also a sketch of the 
Mattock cabin in flames. 
The fact of this massacre in the lake region 
of Iowa was discovered on March 9th by 
Morris Markham, a man who had been liv- 
ing at the house of Noble and Thatcher, but 
who was absent when the attack by the In- 
dians was made. He fled with the news to 
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Springfield, Minnesota. He also 
it to two set 
who carried it to Fort 
it was deemed an idle tale. ~ u t  on 
22d, three men well known in Fort 
returned from a prospe 
of Minnewaukon and the Okobogis 
firmed what already had been heard. 
An expedition, co 
hundred men from Webster City 
Dodge, was at once organized at 
place to go to the lakes. 
journey were carried in colony near where now is the town of Em- 
teams of oxen and horses. metsburg. On the goth, they came to Big 
Was CYrus C. Carpente I Island Grove on Mud, now High, lake. Here they discovered evidences that their 
ccmmnd of Major William Willi approach had been watched by the band of 
Dodge, a man of much Ishtabahah or Sleepy-Eye. 
On Big Island, 
which stands in the middle of the lake, Indians. The start grew a tall cedar tree, and in its branches, 
weather for a time had forty feet from the ground, the Indians had built a platform. From this elevation it was depressions in the prairie were co possible to see a distance of twenty mila in 
mass of snow and water, three or 
all directions. Fires were yet smouldering deep. In order to break 
where the Indians had made their camp; 
and marched forward several rods, several fish were lying on the ice of the lake 
near holes which but, recently had been cut ; 
were then faced about and march 
a half-finished canoe was upon the lake shore. Over the COUrse. Next the 
were unhitched from the t-s and On the  st, the command of Major Williauls 
Mis. 
a few 1 
Butak 
:toris, 
;Vera1 
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met a of twenty fugitives 
nesoth and learned from them rd, the entire command, S V ~  a squad of 
days after the in rnnty-sir men which was sent out to inter 
bands together with a num the dead bodies at the lakes, faced about and 
had made attack on sprfnw b g m  their homeward march. o n  April 4 th  
set'ers h d  been killed, but they Major Williams with the main party reached the banks of Cylinder Creek. The weather 
and were fleeing to Fort ~~d~ ,w- and had melted the snow So rapidly This Party consisted of three men that the creek was out of its banks and the teen a d  children. so prairie inundated P. far Y the eye could See. had been painfully Wounded in 
and all were suffering from cold, The men were weary ; their clothes torn and 
exhaustion. They were sent to wet ; their boots soaked. Moreover they were 
tlement by Major Williamq m~ ,itbout food and the materials for a fire- 
On A P ~ ~ I  Ist, the While in this exposed place a d  in this 
"adled Granger's Point, near wh reduced condition, the weather suddenly 
ville now stands, and also near th changed ~t a b u t  four o'clock in the after- 
noon, the a n d  swept into the north and line. During the preparations 
began b1ont.g a gale. ~t grew intensely a mounted soldier of the The air was filled with fine snow and 
seen approaching. From 
sleet. ~n short, a blizzard-that terror of learn& that troops from port ~d 
nesot% were then at Springfield, &e plains in the ~orthwe~t-hod broken and 
Inkpaduta's band and their allfa. was fast swinging into full career. Nothing 
ton band, h d  escaped. remained for the command but to go into 
This new Was highly mwe a m p  for the night where they were, bleak 
hewening to the volunteem8 pnd inhospitable though the spot. Accord- 
to reach the lakes in ingly they removed the canvas top to the one 
punishment upon the perpe wagon they still had with them, and 
-sacre- But fnrther advsnce spread it, together with Spme tent cloth? 
been useless, and on the m o d  across the wagon body. They then staked the sides of this covering, as best they were 
L7' ' 
. 
. -" 
able, to the hozen earth. S n m  y 
up against the improvised shelter i 
save the south, where an opening 
left for ingress. Opposite this opr 
stationed the horses. The party 
with their blankets tc bed in cont 
crept into it. At intervals it beq 
say to renew the embankment of a 
(the terrible wind had scattered. E ,,/'I
I W fie, without food, in frozen , 
and with the thermometer thirty-fd 
below zero, the command remain4 
together from Saturday night un& 
morning. On that morning, Apdl 
storm subsided. The waters BP 
Creek were found to be hard ice, 
ing wa 
or cyl 
rs mad 
rus C. 
that experience on cYlkder CJ 
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I t  was near this creek that the detachmep? . 
1 had gone to the lakes to b u y  the delrtf 
1 there, rejoined the command. They had 
: suffered even more grievously than their 
; companions. On reaching the place of the 
1 massacre, they had dug shallow trenches in 
the hard soil and deposited within them the 
stiff and mangled bodies of the settlers. They 
had then started back. They had waded 
from succumbing to stupor and perishing ; 7 
! had terribly frozen their feet. Some of ' , ,, ' 
them, finding their feet useless, had crept 
' 
Some had become delirious and bled at the 
mouth. Two of their number had become 
separated from the others and lost. In 
fact they had died of cold and exhaustion 
upon the prairie where their bones, identified 
as theirs by the rusty rifle barrels beside ' 
I 
rnem, were not found until eleven 
wards. 
With the arrival of the survivors of 
tachment in the camp of Major Willlw 
expedition, as an organized &air,  cam^ 
end. The men separated and found 
way home in various sad plights and 
ferent ways. 
In the meanwhile Abi~al  Caran-r a 
three si 
towaids' 
ster 
the 
captives 
Northwe 
-- - 0 
were 
s t  as 
.-. 
dgi 
res 
in the train of Inkpaduta. Aside frd 
captives and the Indian women and &fi 
the individuals comnrised in thia 
Makpeal 
Inkpadu 
man, or 
Makpio~ 
----" 
son of lnkpadu&; kam&hehawakon, r 
Mysterious Father; Bahata, or Old 
Kechoman, or Putting on as he Walks; 
odat, or Ratling, son-in-law of Inkpa 
Fetoatonka, or Big Face ; Tatelidashid 
mani, or He who makes a crooked WSg 
he Walks; Tachonchegahota, or Hi. 9 
Gun ; Husan, or One Leg, and per1 
or three others. One of the br&.s 
wounded and was borne in a litter. EEd! 
sustained his wound at the hands of Dr 
riot, and was the only member 
-band injured at the lakes. T 
THE TBA@m% lb 
time it was khe lot of 
their backs enormous &F&ni ~ ~ ~ l ~ f k ~  
not provided with snow-sho@% &a IFW .@ 
Indians, and consequently made bat dew& 
1 
toilsome progress. At evening tbey dupsiM 
' 
their loads, cut fie-wood, and aided in m w -  
ing the tepees. These exactions came BwdM 
upon the wife of Thatcher. When captured . 
her nursing child had been torn from h a  
breast and killed. In her susceptible ma- 
ditioa exposure gave her cold, and she w~ 
attack4 by fever. An abwess formed in one 
of her bleats. One of her legs swelled to 
twice its natural size, turned black, a d  bunt 
some of the blood vessels. Despite all thh 
she was granted no respik from labor. She 
march4 under a heavy p& as did the other 
women, and with thgm struggled tbrotqb 
snow drifts and the cold water (the latwr rrt 
timw waist deep) d creeks and slougha. One 
day, soon after the attack on Springfield, the 
band halted for r a t  near a str- tw,m@ied 
by dumps of willow. While there tJw En&- 
d e  a o o ~ y  of the Fort Ridg1e)t 
regulars far away on the prairie. In fevtrEsh 
excitemat the former hid their sqmm 
pluader aar;oq the dlcm, lqaded their riile~ 
with W, and slet a ,& o w  the W v w ,  
1 1  ( 4 1 ,  
I 
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near by to see if the troops wou d other s m g e  thine AdSm "Yb * 
end, these figures were traced by h e  hand 
on the instant if the troops ad Gitche Manito, the mighty. A P q  of y2nkton and Tinton- Dahkotd~~ one sul- 
troops did not advance, as the day had assembled at the quMy to dig 
not discovered by them, and wer pipe-stone. Suddenly there m e  from the 
be a journey of two or three 
lead. ky heavy peals of thunder and dg-W3 flashes 
of lightning. The Indians ran to their lodge The Country through which in terror of what they tho.~tght to be aP- td ing their way was entir pro&ng tempest. But on p-ng forth hence fitted to exert upon the their shelter, instead of a tempest the? 
culiar effect of mingled charm beheld a tall pillar of smoke resting Upon the 
only wild places can. In it boulder. For a time it swayed tQ a d  fro, 
~ i ~ e - s t o n e  quarry whence, then graduslly assumed the shape of a e n t -  
morial, the Dahkotahs had obtain 
with one long' arm the figure pointed towad tiful material for their calumets : h e m n  and with the other to the rock at 128 from which had been made the pipe 
by Radisson and Groseilliers 0 feet. Again there were peals of thunder and 
~ i v ~ d  flashes of lightning which drove the 
of their first meeting with the Indims into the depths of their lO&es. 1662-a pipe the size and appear Agdn a e y  looked forth, but this tima had m ~ c h  impressed Radisson. 
n o w g  m~.~suaI ; the giant had 8-rnaMd is situated in an alluvial flat whi 
in on all sides by bluffs and cliffs from the boulder, and only twilight held Pw- 
-,ion of the valley. On visiting the boulder 
spot in this flat is a huge boulder 
upon a table-rock of smooth and the next morning, however, the D*o* found both it and the table-rock bsn=th 
it emwed with the mysfdous emblems porting rock have been graved 
lizards, snakes, otters, Indian above d d b e d .  Amdrng  to mother version of the legend (the OD@ made 
with cloven feet, muskrats with 
of- b~ Longidlon) Gitche Mailit@, 
,,'[, .I,,, ', -,?#,;,' ;-';,r-mi;;; 
: 8 ;  ,I-, ;?' :J 83, 1 ,!'!I,. .- :-, 9!, ,r+ , 8 ,  
&!I: 
mighty, after imp- 1 
r h ,  
"Smoked Wdumef, tb 
As a s i g 4  to the natiom~~' 
- 7 
# -- --.--p Decked them with their brightm 6 
Familiar with these ancient 1- 
nation, Inkpaduta's band stoppeca! 4 
stone quarry and spent a day in ( occupation of studying the b i m d  
and of shaping pipe-bo'-ls. 
ir At the end of sir weeks 
the massacre, the Indians reache@ 
Sioux rim at about where now 
town of Flandrau, South Dakota. . 
ery was striking. ' I  From the stlaplrigal 
bluffs," writes Abigal Gardner, d r l  R
"thousands of acres of richest vale p 
lating prairie," through which, +, ,7 
dong like a monstrous serpent. .nr 4 
its banks fringed with maple, a&, 
"*I W e  crossing thig river on a nahtia~ 
-- )f llplooted <;n. and h ~ h ,  
iwa, 5he wife of Thatcher, 1 
€-- 
'he etmm by a ~mag bra&, ud wd 
to@nehpi sBaMtlr~eab .g~y l  
of the band, dho forced her back into the 
current with long poles. As she was drifting 
away she was shot. From this time on wan- 
dering bands of Yanktons were occasionally 
met, and to them the members of Inkpaduta's 
band would narrate with savage glee the 
deeds which they had done in the country of 
Minnewaukon and the Okobogi lakes. The 
wife of Marble, after much bargaining, was 
purchased by two Indians belonging to one 
of these bands and brought to Charles E. 
Flandrau, agent of the United States govern- 
ment for the Sioux Indians at the agency on 
the Yellow Medicine river, in Minnesota. 
The fate of Noble's wife was like that of Mrs. 
Thatcher. She was killed by her captors. 
She had resisted Inkpaduta's son, Roaring 
Cloud, in some excessive demand and there- 
upon was immediately brained by him with a 
chtb. 
I t  was now early June. "The pdrie," 
says Abigal Gardner, "as boundless as the 
ocean,  decked and beautified with a car- 
pet of various shades of green, luxuriant 
grass. The trees along the streams put forth 
their leaves which quivered on the stems. 
The birds, arrayed ip their gayest plumage, 
flitted among the trees and sang their sweetest 
song., while the air was redoyt,  of tht pr- 
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fume of countless ff owem" " We 
.long, and six feet wide, had been erected and 
~rafr le  so Vast and so perfe&y on them in compact rows had been laid a 
timber that for days not even p a t  number of bodies. Only the bones of 
or a spaout large en these now were left ; in some instances cast 
could be found. Th to the ground by the winds. The Indians being thw lost, as it paused at this place of the dead and closely 
its relics, especially the skulls. I and preoccupied irs my mi These they took in their hands, bent agd 
other things, I still could not knm &attered over them ; then carefully replaced 
eltp of the situation. Ag we them upon the ground or scaffolds. 
more elevated points the scene Not long after the death of Noble's wife, 
sublime. Look in any direction, 
~~kpaduta's party arrived at the James river. 
gmSY plain was bounded only Here, on the spot where is now the town of Old 
Then We would journey on for Ashton, South .Dakotah, was a Yankton en- 
reached another elevation, an campment comprising one hundred and limitless expanse of grass lay 
ninety lodges. These Indians evidently had 
Thb was repeated day after day, till never before seen a Caucasian. They stared 
as if we were in another world. at Abigal Gardner in complete amazement, 
, despaired of ever seeing a tree commenting on the light color of her hair 
only things to be seen, except and eyes. Still more astonished were they 
when her white arms were exposed to them 
and the fact communicated that, when first a 
captive, her face (since reddened by paint 
and exposure) was as white as were now her 
not even to the Sioux." 
arms. The rifle was as yet an unfamiliar At one point in this prairie (the 
weapon to this large band. Only the club, 
chance of spme hard battle of long 
 pea, and the bow and mow were visible 
found an Indian place of. the d-. about their persons or in their tepees. 
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emissaries from the Agency on 
Medicine. During the negotiati 
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pleasantry. They told her that 
put to death. The manner of h 
differently described by differe 
&me by appropriate ge~nres 
&at she wae 90 be cut in stn 
nimg with her fingers and toes e 
with her heart; others that she 
d m e d ;  still others that she 
burned at the stake. But at len@ 9 
with hep deliverer5 was strtlck 
g i e n  into their haads. The pFiw 
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and a half yards of calico and ribboh and 
some other small articles. Her rmtorabion to 
liberty and civil~zation was now nof long; 
delayed. Before her final leave-taking, hoa- 
ever, Matowaken, the great chief of the D&- 
kotahs, made her a gift. I t  was made to her, 
she was told, in recognition of the fortitude 
of spirit which she had displayed in captivitp, 
and was, at least from the point of view of a 
Dhkotah, of inestimable value. I t  consist& 
of an Indian head-dress elaborately and skil- 
fully made. The foundation of it was a close 
fitting cap of finely dressed buckskin. Around 
this, so as to form a crest, were set thirty-six 
of the largest feathers of the war eagle. These 
feathers were painted black at the tips, then 
pink and black alternately in broad bands to , 
the base of the crest. Below the base of the 
creat, the cap was covered with the white fur 
of the weasel, the tails of the animal hanging 
as pendants. 
That Inkpaduta himself, or that any one of 
his band, except Roaring Cloud, ever suffered 
punishment for his bloody deeds in Iowa is 
doubtful in the extreme. For a time the an- 
nuities were withheld from the whole Dah- 
kotah nation, the threat beipg that they would 
on17 be renewed upon the deliverp of Inkpa- 
duta and his followers to the government for 
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W. ~a this action so incensed tblr 4 
and put in such jeopardy the Iives aha 
among them, that it was discontinut 
a representation 
the chief Little 
made 
crow 
Inkpadufrt's band and killed th&? 
b~aves. It  was Little Crow who im 
directed the memorabIe massacre of s 
along the St. Peter's river in Minneaaea 
probability of his statement that t, 
wreaked vengeance upon Inkpadutai in 7 
of the whites is certainly somewht I d !  
view of his own snbneon~n+ 
- .  
ing to every indl 
being to Little C 
was his model. a ---"Y "P 
Ke ventnred back to the Yellow M ~ L - ~  to 
WOO, it is said, some Indian maiden h:- 
presence was rev4 
detachment of sc 
----- 
--- - --. .L-q hemmed in the spot where he was. H P ~  
his pursuers, but soon fell pierced b, . 
balls. 
In -December, 1883, Abfgal Gar&* 
the first time dnce 1858, again stood 
the walls of the cabin built by a*, 
ner, her father. She says: 1 6 s l i  tbs., 
that had intervened seemed oMitem- 
meWfiing appeared the same ae in tbs 
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long gone. The snow-covered ground, the oak 
trees with the seared leaves clinging to their 
boughs, all were the same as on that eventful 
night As the shadows darkened, I could 
almost see the dusky forms of the savages file 
up to the door-way, rifles in hand ; crowd 
into the house ; shoot my father when his 
back was turned; drive my mother and sister 
out of doors ; kill them with the butts of 
their guns ; tear the children from my arms 
and beat them to death with clubs. . . . . . 
Having retired to rest, the swarthy creatures 
seemed all about me murdering, plundering. 
. . . . . Again when the morning broke and 
I heard the prattle of the children b f  the 
household, it seemed as though they were the 
very same whose merrp voices had been so 
suddenly changed to dying groans. I could 
hardly realize that twenty-seven years lay 
between that dreadful night and this morn- 
ing's waking." 
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